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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

T he subj ect of thi s thesis is the tunneling throug h potent ial barriers in one-dimensional 
(lD) interacti ng electron systems. T he elect ronic transport in mesoscopic devices has been 
intensively st udied over the past decade. With progress in the micro-fabrication techniques, 
it is now becoming possible to design devices intentionally in nanometer or even atomic scale. 
Clearl y, as the system size is reduced, the Coulomb interaction between elect rons becomes 
more important, and hence the electronic transport o r tunneling is strongly affected by the 
Coulomb repulsion [1 , 2). A well-explored example of this effect is the Coulomb blockade: in 
small-capacitance tunnel junctions the tunneli ng is suppressed due to a large charging energy. 
However, even in these systems in which the Coulom b blockade ef[ect has been observed, 
electron density in leads (wires) is large enough to screen the Coulomb repulsion, thereby 
making the Hartree-type approxi mation valid. Then a question arises: What happens if the 
leads themselves a re ve ry narrow and if the elect ron density is so low that the Coulomb 
interaction can no longe r be screened off? More precisely, how is t he tunneling affec ted by 
the electron-electron interaction in such a single-channe l qua ntum wire? This is the problem 
add ressed in this thesis. 

Single-channel quantum wires may be viewed as a lD system. It is well known that the 
electron-e lectron interac tion is of crucial importance in lD; an interacting elec tron system 
is in ge neral desc ri bed not as a Fermi li quid but as a Luttinger liquid (3) prov ided that the 
system has a gapless exc itation. T his was shown in weak-coupling regime by using abelian 
bosonization met hods in the 1970's (4, 5, 6, 7). T he validi ty of the Luttinger-liquid picture 
has bee n confirmed very recently al so in th e strong-coupling regime by using conformal fi eld 
theory techniqu es a nd the Bethe a nsatz methods (8, 9). Although these two methods are 
very powerful when applied to exac tly solvable models, a more useful a nd familiar tool for 
a qualitative desc ription of the Luttinger liquid is the co nventional abelian bosonization 
method (4, 5, 6, 7). The method allows us to write an interacting electron sys tem as a 
Gaussian model of free bosonic phase fi elds introdu ced by Suzumura (4). 

The question rai sed above is thus reduced to a probl em of the tunneling through some 
potential barri ers in a Luttinge r liquid. Therefore we will stud y (1) the tunneling of elect rons 
through a single barri er, (2) the resonant tunneling of spinless fermions through a double
barrie r struct ure, and (3) the elect ronic transport in dirty conducto rs with many barriers. 
To attack them, we will adopt the Tomonaga-Luttinger model (10, 11 , 12) with 5-function 
potential s and use t he bosonization method. 
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ln fact , the transport in Luttinger liq uids has attracted gre<tt theoretical attention for 
about a decade. In particu lar, dirty Luttingcr li q uids with many impuri ties have been dis
cussed in detail in a lot of papers [13 , 14, 15, 16]. These studies showed that dirty Luttinger 
liquids exhibit the local izat ion-de locali zation transition at zero temperature when t he inter
action bet.ween electrons is changed. The usual Anderson locali zation of a 10 nonintera.cting 
system can be regarded as a special case of this in ter<tct ion-ind uced locali zation-delocal iz<tt ion 
tra.nsit.i on. T he locali zation-delocali zation tr ansi tion in <tdirty Lnt.tinger liquid we~s first st ud
ied by a pert ur bation expansion with respect to the impurity potential by Chni Mid Bre~y 

[13] and then by Ape! [14]. T he transition was also investigated from the locali zed region by 
Suz umura and Fu kuyarn a [15], who used the ph <tse ll amil tonian rep resentat ion and proposed 
to view t he locali zation e~s a pinning process of phase fields by t he impurity potential. In 
this thesis we will follow this id ea to treat the tunneling through a few tunnel barriers in a 
Luttinger liquid . 

lt is a peculiar fact that until ve ry recently the problem of a Luttinger liquid with a few 
defects has not been st udied , although it seems simpler than the localization problem in a 
Luttinge r liquid with many impurities. The single-barri er problem was first discussed by 
J(ane a.nd Fisher [17] and subseq uentl y by the prese nt author [1 8]; the resona nt tunneling 
t hro ugh a double barrier was also studied q ui te recently [19, 20, 21]. T he papers by Kane 
and Fisher are complementary to and in part ove rl ap the present thesis. 

lt is also worth noting that, as we will see in the follow ing chapters, the tun neling in a 
Luttinger liquid is essential ly equivalent to t he well-known problem of t he macroscopic quan
tum coherence in a di ss ipative ystem [22, 23, 24, 25], which in turn has a deep connection 
with many iss ues related to the infrared catastrophe, s uch as the I<ondo effect [26]. Thus we 
can apply various techniques developed so far to ou r tunneling problem. 

Although t he Luttinger liquid has so far bee n jus t a theoretical toy model, it will become a 
subject of experimental s tudy in the future. To see Luttinger-liquid behavior experimentally, 
one must prepare a 10 conductor; one candid ate is a truly single-channel quantum wire. In 
a transport experiment the quantum wire of finit e lengt h L must be used and connected to 
three-dimensional (3D) leads. If both the res istance of the 3D leads and the contact resistance 
at the 1D-3D interfaces (though it is not known even theoretically what is happening at. the 
interface of a Fe rmi liq uid and a Luttinger liquid) are much less than that of the 1D wire, 
then one can probe the transport property of the Luttinge r liquid at a. temperature hi gher 
than TL = livF/kBL· T herefore it is necessary to use a. suffi ciently long and clean wire 
to see the yet unseen Luttinger-liquid behavior which is expected to be obse rved at low 
temperature. This seems a. rather diffi cult condition for experiments, and no experimental 
results suggesting Luttinger-liquid behavior have so far been observed. Though it does 
not exist at the present, such an idea.! 1D wire will be availab le in the future. Then by 
fab ri cati ng one or two const rictions in the lead the tunneling transport in a Luttinger liquid 
can be studied experimenta ll y. 

A comment on the term "Luttinge r liquid" rnight be in o rder here. H was firs t used 
by Haldane [3], who noticed th at a. wide cl<tSs of 1D many-body sys tems has a low-energy 
exc itation spectr um similar to the Luttinger model spectrum [11], and has since then become 
standard in th e literat ure. The Luttinger model is closely rela ted with the Tomonaga model, 
which was discussed by Tomona.ga. in 1950 [10]. The difference between these two models 
lies only in the high-energy cutoff: The Luttinger model deals with Dir<te fermions whereas 
in the Tomona.ga. model the energy dispersion is cut off by a. band width. In so far as lhe 
low-energy properties th a t we a re interested in are conce rned , both models are essenti ally 
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eq ui vale nl. In thi s sense, "Tomonaga- Lu ttinge r liquid" might be a bette r ter m tha n t he 
"Luttinge r li quid." Nevertheless, the simple and co n1 mo n ter m "L utt inge r liqu id" will be 
used t hro ug hou t thi s t hesis. 

T he plan of this t hes is will be as follows. J n t he rest of t his chapte r we review the 
abeli an boso ni ~at i on met hod and introduce the phase fi elds . We also review the localization
delocali zat ion t ransition in a dirty Luttin ge r liquid. In Chap. 2 we ex plore the tunneling 
of electro ns throug h a single ba. rri er. It will be showu tha t in Luttin ge r liquids the barr ier 
potential is rc n on nal i ~e d to ~e r o or infinity depending on the electron-e lect ron interaction, 
and t hat al ze ro temperat ure t he sys tem can be cl assifi ed into four ph ases, cor responding to 
either pe rfect trans miss ion or pe rfect renect ion of t he cha rge a.nd sp in degrees of fr eed01 n. In 
the nonin teracting case the potential is a margina l pert urbat ion, which is consistent wit h t he 
Landa uer theory. In C hap. 3 we stud y the resonant tunneling of spin less fermio ns thro ugh a 
double- ba rri er structure. lt will be shown th at for weakly re pulsive interact ion the resonant 
tunneling is possible, but with anomalo us temperature dependence of conductance peak 
height a nd wid th . In Cha p. 4 we di scuss the Anderson locali zation in 1D dirty q uantum 
wires with em phasis on a crossover at fin..it e temperature. T he resul ts a re s umma ri zed in 
Chap. 5. Some complicated calcul a tions a re relegated to Appendices. 

1.2 Tomonaga-Luttinger model 

In this sec tion we review briefl y the bosoni zation method [4, 5, 6, 7, 12] for t he Tomonaga
Luttinger model [10 , 11], wh ich is an exactly solvable mod el desc ri bing a lD in te racting 
elect ron system. A more complete discussio n on the bosonization is found in Ha ldane's 
paper [3]. We take li = k8 = 1 throughout t hi s t hesis. 

The Fermi surface of a 1D elec t ron sys tem consists of two Fermi points, kF and - kF, 
around which we may linear i ~e the energy di spersion of an free elec tron as 

(1.1) 

where VF is t he Fe rm..i velocity. Alt hough thi s a pprox..i mation is justifi ed only near the Fermi 
poin ts, we use the d..ispersion relation (1.1) for a ll momentum k . T hus we have two branches 
of energy di spersion as shown in Fi g. 1.1. T he negati ve-energy s ta les (k < kF for branch 
1 and k > -kF for 2) a re a ll occupied a t ze ro te m pe rature if th ere is no interac tion be
tween elec trons . T his lineari zat io n of the d..i s pe rsion is a crucial a pprox..ima tion , which makes 
the Tomonaga-Luttinger model exactly solva ble. The error arising from the ap proxima tion 
should be small when we are dealing with low-e nergy processes o nly. Th erefore we can 
expect t hat t he resul ts obtained from th e model a re reli a ble concerning the low-e nergy or 
long-dis tance p rope rties of the sys tem. Hence the kinetic energy pa rt of the model Hamil
to ni an becomes 

Ho = VF L;(k - kF )al,k ,,aJ,k,, + VF I;( -k - kF )atk,,a2,k,, (1.2) 
k,s k,s 

where a!,k,, (a,,k,, ) is a creation (annihilation) ope rator of a n electron of branch i with mo
mentum k and spin s ; s = +1 ( -1) re fe rs to up (down) spin. The creation and annihilation 
operators obey 
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E 

2 l 

------~----~0~~~----- k 
-kv kF 

Figure 1.1: The lineari~ed dispersion relation: f = uF(k- kF) and E = vF( -k- kF ). 

where {A , B} =: AB + BA. 
The interaction part of the model Hamiltonian is given by 

(1.4) 

where L is t he length of the system, 92 11 and 921. are the matrix elements for the forward 
scattering, and 9<11 and 94.1 are those for the scatte ring between elec trons belonging to the 
same branch. We neglect both the backward scattering and umklapp scattering, simply 
assum.ing that they are irrelevant perturbations. It is important to note that the number of 
elec trons of spin s is prese rved for each branch; (H;n1, N.,] = 0 where N., = I:k a~,k,,ai,k, •· 

As explained in deta il in a standard tex tbook (12], the total Ilam.iltoni an, if= 110 +if; 01 , 

can be convenient ly expressed in terms of the charge and spi n density operators as 

where 

fl = vF(1 + 9<11 + 9u) L l plb~bP + Vp( 1 + 9<11- 9u.) L IPictcv 
p p 

+vF(9211 + §21.) L p(btb~P + b_vbv) + vF(9211- 921. ) L p(ct c~v + c_.cv), (1.5) 

- - 9211 9211 = --, 
21rVF 

p>O p>O 

- 921. 
921. = --, 

21rVp 

- - 9<11 
9•11=--, 

21rVp 

- 94.L 
94.L = --. 

21rVp 
( 1.6) 

The annihilation operators bv and Cv are proportional to the charge and spin density opera
tors, respect ively: 

( 1. 7) 
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(1.8) 

Note that bP a nd cP obey boson comrnutat ion relations: 

(1.9) 

Equation (1.5) can be eas ily d iago nal ized by using the Bogoliu bov transformation, yielding 

where 

11 = Vp L IPI .B~ ,BP + Vu L 1Ph1~/'p +canst., 
p 

v" = vp [(1 +.§,II+ 9uY- Uhu + .§2.L)
2
]

112
, 

bP = ,BP cosh Ap - ,B~P sinh Ap, 

tanh(2AP) = g21~ + g2
-': , 

1 + 9<11 + 9H 

[( 1 - - )2 ( - - )2]1/2 
Vu = Vp + 9<11 - 9H - 9211- 92.L > 

Cp = }'p cosh Au - J'~p sinh Au, 

t I (2A ) - ihu - .§2.L 
an ' u - 1 + g,ll - 9u . 

T he operators ,BP and /'p, of course, obey t he commutation relation , 

Now we define phase fields by the following equa tions: 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 
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where a is a positive infinitesimal; later it will be take n as a ftnit e number of the order of 
lattice spacing. The phase field B+(x) can be regarded as the phase of the charge density 
wave, whereas the phase e_(x) corresponds to the Josephson phase, i. e., the phase of a 
Cooper pair. The phase fields ¢+(x) a.nd 4>-(x), on the other hand, are related to the spin 
degree of freedom. ln t he above equations we have defined 7)p and 7)u by 

' =e-n, = ( 1 + (9<11 + 9 .. L)- (.ihll + 9H)) 1/2 
)p 1 + (9•11 + 9u) + (9211 + 9H) ' 

(1.16) 

_ -2>., _ ( 1 + (9<11- 9u)- (9211- 9H)) I/
2 

')u = e - 1 + (9<11 - 9u) + (9211 - 92.L) . 
(1.17) 

As we will show below, various corre latio n functions decay algebraicall y at zero temperature, 
and their exponents a re related to 7)p and 7)u· ln th is sense 7)p and 7)u are the most important 
parameters characte ri zing the system. Roughly speaki ng , for attract ive interactions 7)p(u) is 
larger t han unity whereas for repulsive interact ions it is smaller than unity. If the system has 
an SU(2) spin symmetry, then 7)u is ftxed to be un.ity. In particular, for the noninteracting 
system, 7)p = 7)u = 1. 

A great advantage of the bosonization method comes from the fact that electron fi eld 
operators can be written in terms of the phase fields or, eq uivalently, boson creation and 
ann ih.il ation operators, (3p and 'Yp [27]: 

w~>(x) = ~exp(ikpx + ~{B+(x) + 8_(x) + s[¢+(x) + .p_(x)]} + irp~>), (1.18) 
v 21f0' 2 

W2,(x) = ~ exp( -ikpx- ~{ B+(x)- 8_(x) + s[¢+(x)- .p_(x)]} + irp2, ) , (1.19) 

where rp., is necessary for ensuring the anticommutation relations of W., with different i and 
s, and is given by 

'PIT= 0, 

'PI!= 1f j dx wl 1(x)wl 1(x), 

'P2r = 1f ~ j dxwL(x )w ~<(x), 

'P2J = 'P2 1 + 1f j dxW1 1(x) W21 (x). 

As noted below Eq. (1.4), rp;, is a preserved quantiti es and plays on ly a minor role of giv ing 
a factor ±1 toW;,. Thus we wiU not write rp., exp licitly in the following cliscussions. 

Now that field operators are written in terms of boson operators, (Jp and 'Yp, with wh.ich the 
Hamiltonian is diagonal ized, we can read il y calcu late vari ous con·elation fun ctions . Define 
the following operators: 

1 
Ocow(x) =: W~ 1 (x)lli1 1 ( x) = -exp(i[2kpx + B+(x) + ¢+(x)]), 

21f0' 

Osow(x) =: w1 1(x)Wi r( x) = -
1
- exp(i[2kpx + B+(x)- .p_(x )]) , 

21f0' 

Oss(x) = I]JJ T( x)W2J(x) = -
2

1 
exp(i[B-(x) + ¢+ (x)]) , 

1[0' 

OTs(x) = Wl!(x)W2r(x) = -
1
-exp(i[B-(x) + .p_(x)]). 

21f0' 
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1)a 

SDW TS 

CDW SS 

0 1 1)p 

Figure 1.2: The phase diagram of the g round stale for the spin-dependent Tomonaga

Lullinger model. 

At zero temperature corre lation functions for charge-density wave (CDW), spin-density wave 
(SDW), si nglet superconduct ivity (SS), and tr iplet superconductivity (TS) are evaluated as 

2>kFI ( 2) -t(•lp+'lo) 

( ( ) 
I ( l) e X 21kF:r - 1'/p-T/cr 

Ocow x Ocow 0 = (21ra)2 1 + a 2 ~ e x , 

e2tkFX ( X2 ) -t(l/p+71;1) I 
(Osow(x)0~0w(o))= (

2
1ra)2 1 + a 2 ~ e2'kF"x-"'_,,;, 

1 ( 2)-tc,,;'+".) 
(Os5 (x)O~s(o))= (27ra)2 1 + : 2 ~ x-••;' -"•, 

1 ( .2) -t<·•;' +••;') 
( 0Ts(x)04·s(O)) = (

2
m)2 1 + : 2 ~ x-";'-,,;'. 

We see that the correlation fun ctions fall of[ a lgebraically for large x, which means that the 
system is just on the crit ical point at ze ro lernperalure. We s how in F ig. 1.2 the phase 
diagram of the grou nd stale which we infer from t he most long-ranged correlation fun ction. 

Next we will express the Ha miltonian in terms of the phase fi elds onl y. We introd uce th e 

following operators: 

P ( ) 1 d e ( ) 1 "' [£·' -ok/2 [ -·h (f31 (3 ) •kx (f3 (31 )] + x = --2 -d. - x =- 2 t:n ~ -Le e k- -k +e k- -k ' 
7r X V !)p k>O 7r 

(1.20) 

P_( x) = __ 21 dd e+(x)=- ,ftl;,21)p L {kLe-okf2[e-•kx(f3k+f3-k)+e'kx(f3k+f3~k)], 
1r X k>O v ;[; (1.21) 

\1 ( ) 1 d "- ( ) 1 "' [£· -ok/2 [ -ih ( I ) ikx ( I )] J +x=--2 -d.'l'_x=-2,.,-~ -Le e 'Yk-"t-k+e "tk-"t-k' 
1r X V 1Ju k>O Tr 

(1.22) 
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Then it immediate ly follows that 

[B+( x),P+(x')] = [B_(x), P_(x')] = [¢+(x), M+(x')] = [4>-(x),i\IL(x')J = io(x- x') . (1.24) 

From Eqs. ( 1.12)- ( 1.15) we get 

Hence the llam.ilton.ian 11 can be written as 

H = vp j dx [-
1
- (dB+) 

2 

+ 11"1)pP~l + Va j dx [-
1
- (d¢+ ) 

2 

+ "II"TJalvi!] (1.25) 411"1)p dx 411"1)a dx 

or 

11 = v jdx [')p (dB_)
2 

+ !!._p~] +va j dx [TJa (d¢-)
2 

+ !!._M"!_]. (1. 26) 
P 411" dx 1)p 411" dx TJa 

From the commutation relation (1.24) and the phase Hamiltonian , equations of motion 
for phase fields are obtained as 

(1.27) 

Thus Lagrangian of the system is 

(1.28) 

The imaginary-time action S is the n written as 

1 [ 1 (ae )2 (oe )2

] 1 [ 
1 (o¢ )2 (o¢ )2

] S = -- j dr j dx - _.±. + v _.±. + -- j dr j dx - _+ + Va _+ , 
411"1)p Vp 01" p OX '111"1)a Va 01" OX 

(1.29) 
where r = it . Our analys is of the tunneling through a single ba rri er (Chap. 2) will begin 
with this action . We wil l omit t he subscript + of B+ and ¢>+ in C hap. 2. 

So far we have considered t he spin-dependent To rnonaga-Lutt inge r model. In the rest of 
this sectio n, we will d isc uss the spinless Tomonaga-Lutt inger model. 

The origina l total Hami ltoni an for t he spinless rnodel is given by 

H = Vp 2Jk- kp )al,kal,k + Vp .L;( -k- kp )atka2,k 
k k 
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+I _L _L _L g2a~h a1,k , -pa1,k,a2,k.+p 
kl k1 1' 

+I LL L g4 ( aLk, a1,ko -pal,k,a!,k,+p + a1,k, a2,k, +pa1,k,a2,k,-p) , 
k1 k1 p>O 

9 

(1.30) 

where a;,k (a ~,k ) is an a nnihil at ion (c reation) opera tor of a fermion of branch i. As shown 
above for the elect ron syste nr , t he Jl amiltonia.n ( 1. 30) is written as 

11 = vp (l + 9,) L IPib~bP + VF92 _L p(b~b~P + b_PbP), 
p>O 

where 92 = g1/27rvp, 94 = g,j27rvp, a nd bP is an annihil at ion operato r of a boson, 

Equat ion (1.31) is d iagona li zcd by t he Bogoliu bov transformation: 

11 = v _L I PI.B~,B,, + const. , 

bP = ,BP cosh .\ - ,B~P sinh .\, ( 92 tanh 2.\) = - - --. 
1 + g, 

(1.31) 

(1.32) 

(1.33 ) 

T he fi eld operator of spin less fermio ns can a lso be expressed in terms of boson operato rs as 

where the phase fi elds a re give n by 

e+(x )=i _L ~e-ok/2 [e-•kx(bl +Lk) -e'h(bk+b~k) j 
k>O v Lk 

= i.,fo _L ~e-ok/2 [e-•""(.Bl + .8-k)- e'""(.Bk + ,B~k)], 
k>O v Lk 

e_(x) = i .L ~e-ok/2 [e-•kx( bl - b_k) - e'kx(bk- b~k) l 
k >O v Lf 

= ~ L ~e-ok/2 [e-•kx(.Bl- .8-k)- e;kx (,Bk - ,B~k )]. 
v '7 k>o V Lk 

T he parameter 77 in the above equations is 

1 + 9· - 92 
1 + 9· + 92 . 

(1.34) 

(1.35) 

(1.36) 

(1. 37) 

(1.38) 

Note that 77 is large r (smaller ) th an unity when g2 is negative (positive), i. e., when the 
forward scattering is an a ttrac ti ve (repulsive) interac tion . 
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Exponents of co rrelation functions arc delennincd by 17 onl y. For example, we define lwo 
operators represe ntin g the co rrelation of dens ity wave and superconductivity by Oow(x) = 
\[J~(x)W,(x) = 2;

0 
exp(i[2krx + B+(x)]) and Os(x) = \11 1(x)\llz(x) = 2~0 exp(iB_(x)). T hen 

il is easy lo see lhal al zero temperature lhe correlat ion fun ctions for these lwo operators 
vary for large x as (00 w(x)Obw(O)) ~ e2

'kFxx-
2

" and (05 (x)OUO)) ~ x-21". 
Now we defi ne the following conjugate operators for B+(x) and B_(x): 

(1.39) 

(1.40) 

T hey obey [B+(x), P+(x')] = [B_(x), P_(x')J = iS(x- x'). Follow ing th e same pat h as in lhe 
derivation of Eq. (1.29), we can gel lhe E uclidean action S expressed in terms of t he phase 
fi eld B+(x) . T he fin al resu lt is 

s = -
1 j dr j dx [!.( 08+) 2 

+ v(08+)
2

]. 
811"1) v or ox (1.41) 

Tills action is t he s tarling poin t of lhe t heory of l he resonant tunneling through a double
barrier struct ure wruch will be given in Chap. 3, where we will omit the subscript + of 

e+. 

1.3 Localization problem in dirty Luttinger liquids 

Before goi ng lo detai led discussion on lhe t unn eling through a few barriers , here we 
review exist ing theories on lhe eiTect of impurities in Lullinger liquids, i.e., theories on lhe 
locali zalion-delocal izalion transition in di rty LuUinger liquids [13, 14, 15, 16]. 

T he system we consider is lhe spin-dependent Tomonaga-LuUinger model with many 
impuri ties. T he total Hamiltonian is given by 11101,, = Jl + Himp, where Hi s l he right-hand 
side of Eq. (1.25). The illlpurily potential causes backward scatte ring, a nd thus H imp is 
written as 

(1.42) 

where we have omitted lhe subscript+ of B+ and ¢+· lt is seen lhal lhe impurity potential 
serves as a pinning potenti al for the phase fi elds. Here the analogy of this problem lo the 
pinning o f lhe cha rge density wave [28] is obvious as stressed by Suzumura and Fukuyama 
[15]. In lhe local ization problem the q uantum fluctuations rep resented by lh e r-dependence 
of B(r) and ¢(r) is important, wh ich tends lo weaken lhe pinning eiTecl. 

Following Suzu mura a nd Fukuyama [15]. we will calc ulate the localization length by using 
lhe se lf-consistent harmonic approximation. We divide lhe ph ase fi elds into cl assical parts 
and flu ctuating quantum variables as e = eel + {J and ¢ = ¢cl +if,, and then expand lhe 
Hamiltonian with respect lo {J and if, up lo the second order. The terms linear in {J a nd 
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¢vanish due to t he cond ition of nrinimi2ation wit h respect to eel and ¢c~. T hen the total 
Hamiltonian is written as 

where 

[ 
1 "2 "2 l "'! = exp - 2-((e ) + (¢ ) ) . (1.44) 

We determine the averages (FJ2) and (¢2 ) se lf-consis tentl y with neglecting t heir spatial de
pendence . 

T he classical fields, eel and ¢cr. are di storted by the impu rity potential. T he cha racteristic 
length , L 0 , of the distortion , which corresponds to the Fukuya.ma-Lee length (28] in the 
charge-density-wave pinning, is much longer than the average spacing of impurities since 
the impuri ty potential is assumed to be ve ry weak. T his is so-called weak-pinning regime. 
T he length £0 can be ide ntified with the localization length. T hen the classical part of the 
impurity (pinning) potential can be esti mated as 

(1.45) 

where n; is the density of impurities . The di s tortion also cos ts t he elas ti c energy 1rVp/12ryPL5 
per unit length (28]. Hence t he total Hami ltonian is reduced to 

lftotal = Vp jdx [ 4:1'/p ( :~) 
2 

+ 1rl)pP
2 
+ l2!:L6] + Vu J dx [ <l;!)u ( :: ) 

2 

+ 1r1JuM
2

] 

-
2::"'1 fE j dx [1- ~(B2 - (02

) + ¢2
- (¢2

)) ] . (1.46) 

T he average (02 ) is calcu lated from the relat ion 

(02) = L L ! 82 z, I ' 
w, k z, 5~(k , w,.)6~( -k, -w,.) (=O 

where 
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with 

• 1 k . • 
e(x r )=-LL e''-•w,.Te(k w) 

l {J L W n k l n l 

1 
((x, r) = (J L L L e•kx-•w,.T((k, w,.), 

Wn k 

2 ' l7 )p(u)'Y \Ia If;• 
mp(a) = -. 

O<Vp(a) La 

At zero temperat ure the ave rage is obtained as 

"2 1)pVp jl/a j"" ] ( 2 ) (e ) = - dk dw 2 2 (k 2 2 ) = '7P In -- , 
211' -l/a -oo w + VP + mP amp 

(1.47) 

and sim.ila rl y 

(¢?) = !)u ln(-
2 

) . 
am. 

(148) 

Note that we have taken ultraviolet cutoff to be 1/a. Substituting these res ults into 
Eq. (1.44), we get 

v -"- ~ -2-;; -~(a o) ,_,, ( n, )' ,_, 
'Y = cp ca -;;; Lo ' (1.49) 

where cp = (vpj1)p)jvp, C:a = (va/1Ju)fvp, and 1) = 1)p + 1Ja · 
At zero temperature the excess energy due to the distortion of the phase fi elds is 

E = 1;~~~- 2~;L If;( 1+ (B;) + (~
2

) )+~ 2( [vp(jP + m~ -Jkl) + va(jP + m~ -JkiJ], 
(1.50) 

where the third term represents the change in the zero-point flu ct ua t ion energy of the phase 
fields. The sum of the third term is evaluated, through the relation Lk =:}; f~~~. dk, as 

L Jo ''" vL I''" - dkv(JP + m 2 - k)= -(kJP + m 2 + m 2 ln Jk + Jp + m 2 J- k2
) 

211' a 411' 0 

m
2
vL [ ( 2 )] =-- 1+2 ln - , 

87f am 

and thus the excess energy per unit length reads 

(1.51) 

We determine the length La from the minimization condition dL (E/ L) = 0. From Eq. (1.51) 
we final ly obtain [15] 

(1.52) 

From Eq. (1.52) we see that th e localizat ion length La is fi ni te for 1) = 1)p+ 1Ju < 3, where t he 
system is insu lating. For 1)p + 1Ja > 3, La is considered to be in fin ite, which means that the 
system is metal lic . Hen ce the phase boundary of the localizati on-delocalization transition 
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is found to be 1)p + 1)u = J. T he non interacting system (1)p = '1u = 1) is, o r course, in the 
local ized phase. It is also wort. h not ing t.h a.l t.h e C OW phase in Fig . 1.2 is contained in the 
locali zed phase. 

The a bove calcLLiali on is valid onl y for the local ized phase . We next study the transition 
from the delocali zed side using a sim ple renormali zat ion group argument. 

Using the replica tri ck to take th e im purity ave rage, we write the fr ee energy of the 
system averaged ove r the int purily conGg uration a.s 

(F)· _ _ 2_ I" (Z");,"- l 
unp - {3 111!;~ n 1 

Z" = !,Q V B1 V ¢1 cxp{ - ,h,:PvP fdr j dx ;;= [ ( ~; r + v~ ( ~; rJ 
1 ~ [ ( o¢ ) 

2 

( o¢ ) 
2

] ---- f dr } dx L: -' +v2 
-' 

411"1)0 Va Jo 
1 

OT u OX 

_ _2__ r~dr j dx L: (~e · <o,+2k ,-r) + ~· e-·<o, +2k,.•>) cos¢, } , 
7r0' Jo J 

(1.53) 

where j is the replica index, and ( describes the random impurity potential with the dist ri
bution fun ction 

p = exp( -i J nx)~(x)dx). 
After averaging over th e fi eld ~. (Z")imp is obtained at zero temperature as 

(Z");mp = jiT V B, V ¢, exp{---;- } dw } dk (w2 + v;e) B,(k,w)B,( -k, -w) 
J~l 1611" 1)pVp 

where 

-
16 3

1 
} dw } dk(w2 +v;k2)¢,(k,w)¢,( - k,-w) 

?T 1]uVu 

+ (1r~)2 ~ j dr1 j dr2 j dxe•IO,(x ,r,)-O,(x,r,)l cos ¢,(x, TJ) cos ¢k(x , r2 )} , 

(1.54) 

B,(k,w) = j dk j dwe-•kx+ owrB,(x, r), 

¢
1
(k,w ) = j dk j dwe- •kx+owr¢, (x,r) . 

In the above equations, t he in tegra ls over k and w are performed in the region 0 :<:::; kP :<:::; 1\ 

for e, and 0 :<:::: r... :<:::: 1\ for ¢,, where l:" = JP + (w/vvF· For TJ "'r2 and j = k the impurity 
term effectively yields the bac kward scatt ering. We are thus forced to consider the 9LL term 
even when initially 9LL = 0 (16]. In the following di scuss ion, howeve r, we neg lect this effect 
for simplicity. 

We now perform the renormali zat ion group tra nsformation in the lowes t o rder with re
spect to D. We first integrate out the fas t modes of the phase fi elds , i. e., B,(k, w) with 
1\- dl\ < kp < 1\ and ¢, (k , w) with 1\- dl\ < k. < 1\ . Th e first term of the cumulant 
expansion in powers of D is 

( e •[9,(x,r,)- O, (x,,.,)J cos¢, (x, r,) cos ¢k(x, r2)) 1.,, 
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= e•l9;,(x,To)-9,,(x,T,)jcos¢,,(x,rt)cos¢k>(x,r2)exp(- L 1)vVv j ~ 2dwd~ 2) 
v=p,u 2rr A-dA<k,<A W + Vvk 

= (1- (17p+ '7u)d:) e'l9;•(x,To)-e,,(x,T,)jcos¢,,(x,r1)cos¢k>(x,r2), (1.55) 

where ( )r..,., denotes the ;we rage over the fast modes, and B1 , and ¢1 , represents slow 
modes . In the lowest order on ly t il e couplin g consta.nt D is reuonnalized. To accomplish 
the renormalizatio n group transfonnation, we ntust rescale r and x as r-+ ( 1 + 1f) rand 

x ___, (1 +!!f) x. After tile integr<ttion (1.55) and the resc<tling, we obtain the co upling 
const<tnt for the red uced cutofr A-dA: 

D(A- dA) = D(A) (1 + d:) 
3 

[1- (7Jp + '7u)d: l = D(A) [1 + (3 -17p -11u/: l· (1.56) 

or in differential form 
dD 
dL = (3- 1)p- '7u) D, (1.57) 

where dl = -dA/ A. llen ce we recover the lowest-orde r scaling equation o btained earlier by 
a slightly different renormaliz ation group arg ument (15, 16]. We see from Eq. (1.57) that 
the impurity potential is irreleva nt when 1)p + 1)u > 3, implying that t he sys tem is in the 
delocalized phase if 1)p + '7u > 3. lienee we get the same phase bou ndary 1)p + '7u = 3 as that 
obtained in the weak-pi nnin g analys is. 

So far we have reviewed the localization-delocalization transition in dirty LuUinger liq
uids only within the forward-scatte ring model. We note that the effect of the backward 
scatteri ng and the umklapp scattering on t he local ization-de localization transition has also 
been discussed in detail in Refs. (15 , 16). 

In the followi ng chapters we wi ll analyze tu nn eling in Lut.tinger liquids with a few tunnel 
barriers using the ideas developed in the st udy of t he locali zation-delocalization transition in 
dirty Luttinger liquids: We adopt the phase Hamiltonian desc ription and regard the barriers 
as a pinn ing potential for the phase fields. A n esse nt ial din·e rence is that ou r new system 
has local defects , in contrast to a dirty Luttinger liq uid which i almost a uniform system 
after averaging over t he im purity distr ibution. 



Chapter 2 

Tunneling through a Single Barrier 

2.1 Introduction 

ln this chapter we investigate t he tunneling of an electron through a single barri er in a 
one-dimensional electron sys tem. If the elect rons do not interact with each other, thi s is a 
qui te easy problem. Suppose there is a potential, Vo(x), which simulates the tunnel bar rier. 
Then we can easily show, by solving the Schriidinger equation with appropriate boundary 
conditions, th a t the transmission probability through the barrier is [1 + (V/vF )2

]-
1 for an 

electron on the Fermi surface. The Landauer formula [29] tells that the conductance of 
the tunnel bar ri er at zero temperature is given by the transmission probability multi plied 
by e2 j1r (!i = 1). In this way, if the electron-electron interaction can be disregarded, the 
conductance is easily calculated by solving an elementa ry scattering problem. 

Now we switch on the electron-elect ron interac tion. Unless a gap is generated in the 
excitation spect rum by some instabilities such as the Peierls instability, t he system will 
become a Luttinger liquid. Having a Luttinger liqu id, we ask o urse lves the following question: 
How is the tu nneling in Luttinger liquids different from that in the ordinary Fermi liquid , 
and how can we calculate the conductance without the Landauer formul a? T hese a re the 
subjects discussed in this chapter. 

The problem of the tunneling through a single barrier in Luttinger liqu ids was fir st studied 
for spinless fermions by Kane and Fisher [17]. They derived an effect ive action for the phase 
field a t the barrier site by integ rating out the cont inuum degrees of freedom, and showed 
that the syste m is classified into two phases: insulati ng phase and perfect ly cond ucting 
phase. Th ey al so pointed out that the current-voltage characteristic shou ld show anomalous 
power-law behav ior at zero temperature. On the other hand , G laz man et a/. [30] studied 
the tunneling of the Wigner crystal t hrough a pinning potenti al barrier [31], and derived a 
simi lar anomalous cu rrent-voltage characte ri s tic. 

In t he following sections, we discuss the tunneling o f an electron thro ugh a single barrier, 
generaliz ing the theory of Kane and F isher to include the spin degrees of freedom. T he model 
we analyze is the Tom01iaga-Luttinger model with one a- function potential. We calculate 
the conductance in both limits of strong and weak potential strength for low temperatures, 
and show that the tunneling in Luttinger liquids is ent irely different from that in the Ferrni 
liquids. It should be fair to comment that essenti ally the same results as those desc ribed in 
this chapter have been obtained independently by Kane and Fisher [20] . 

15 
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2.2 Effective action 

We a nal yze the spin-de pendent Tomonaga- Luilinge r model [10 , 11] with a scat tering 
potenti a l a t x = 0. T he partit ion function of t he sys tem at tempera ture T can be wriilen 
in te rms of phase rields, B(x, r ) and ¢(x, r ), as 

Z = j 1JB j D ¢exp( - t dr [Lo( r ) + Lt( r )J ) , (2.1) 

where (3 = 1/ T , B(x, (3) = B(x, 0) and ¢(x, (3 ) = ¢(x, 0). L 0 ( r ) is t he (imaginary- lime) 
Lagra ngia n o f a pu re sys tem give n in Eq. (1.28) : 

L 1(r) represents th e barr ier potential and is given by 

L1 = -Vo I: [wl,(o, r )'ll 2,(0, r ) + wt{o, r )'llt.(O, r )] 

' 2V0 = -- cose(o, r ) cos ¢ (0, r) , 
1fQ 

(2.3) 

where 1!0 is t he strength of t he scattering potenti al , '11 1(2), is t he field operator for an elect ron 
with velocity Vp ( - vp) a nd s pin s, and a is a cutoff parameter of t he order of the lattice 
spacing . We assume V0 > 0, bu t in fac t t he results do not depend on t he sign of 1!0 ; in 
Sec. 2.3.2 we will see t hat the cond uctance depends on Vt T he parameters l)p a nd '7• have 
already been introdu ced in Eqs . (1.16) and (1.17). 

We integra te out the phase fi elds except B0 = B(x = 0) and ¢ 0 = ¢(x = 0). Int rod ucing 
a uxili a ry fields .\1 (r) and .\2(r), we first rewr ite t he part it ion fun ction as 

Z = j DBo j D¢o j D.\1 j D.\2 j DB j D¢ 

x exp (- t dr { L0 (r ) + L 1 ( r ) + i.\ 1 ( r )[B0 (r )- B(O , r )] + i.\ 2(r )[¢ 0 ( r ) - ¢ (0 , r )] } ) , 

(2.4) 

a nd t hen integrate out e(x, r ) and ¢(x, r ) to obtai n 

(2.5) 

where wn = 21fn/ (3 (n = 0, ± 1, ±2, .. . ) a nd we have neglected a n unimpor tant numeri cal 
factor. Here the Fourier t ra nsforms a re defin ed as 

la
p . 

¢o(wn ) = dr¢0 (r )e'"' "T 
0 ) 
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A1 (w)= f drA;(r) e'w,T (j = 1, 2). (2.6) 

Integrating out A1 and A2 , we fin all y obtain 

Z= jDeo jD<Poexp(-~(3 L: lwniiBo(wnW- ~(3 L lwnii<Po(w,W 
21f1}p W n 21f1}rr W n 

2V0 In~ ) +- dr cos 80 ( r ) cos ¢0 (r ) . 
7r(> 0 

(2 .7) 

Note th a t thi s partition fun ction is similar to th at of a qua ntum Browni a n particl e (coor
dinate (Bo, ¢o)) moving in the peri odi c cos ine pote ntia l (2.3) a nd coupled to a di ssipati ve 
environment [22, 23, 24, 25); in our model the low-lying charge a nd s pin excitations cause 
the di ssipat ion. Hence our 1D problem is now reduced to q ua nt um mechanics of a part icle, 
i. e., a OD fi eld theo ry. To avoid ultrav iolet di vergences, we in t roduce a hig h-frequency cutoff, 
A~ VF/a, which may also se rve as a mass of t he pa rt icle m ~ 1/A [25]. 

2. 3 Weak barrier potential 

In this section we consider the limit where the barri er potential is ve ry weak. We thus 
perform H.G tra nsformations and calcula te charge and spin conductances perturbatively with 
respect to V0 . 

2 .3.1 Scaling equations 

Following Fisher a nd Zwerge r [25], we d eri ve scal ing equ at ions for the barri er po tential 
by rec ursively integra ting out high-frequency modes . At ze ro tempera ture the partition 
function (2.7) is wri t ten as 

Z = j DBo j D¢0 exp( - So - S1 ) 

where 

1 JA dw 1 JA dw So=- -lwii Bo (wW + - - lwll ¢o (wW, 
21rT/p -A 27r 21rT/u -A 2 7r 

2V0 j S1 = - - drcosB0 (r)cos¢0 (r ). 
7r(> 

We fir st divide the ph ase fi elds into s low a nd fas t modes, 

B0 (r) = B0,(r) + Bor( r ), 

such th a t 

e ( ) _ { Bo,(w), lwl:::; 1-' 
0 w - Bor (w), 1-':::; lwl :::; A, 

¢o (r ) = ¢o, (r) + ¢or(r), 

¢o(w)"" { ¢o, (w) , lwl :::; 1-' 
¢or(w), 1-' :::; lwl :::; A. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2. 11) 

Integ rating out the fast modes Bor and ¢or, we the n get an effective acti on S for the slow 
mod es in powe rs of V0 : 
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Here the averages are over the fas t modes and given by 

(5
1
)= 2 Vo e-tiGs(Ol+G•(o)] / drcos B0, cos ¢0., (2 .13) 

71'0! . 

(Sf)- (5,)2 = ( : \; ) 2 e-Gs(D)-G.(D) J d7I J d72 

x { cos[Bo,h ) + Bo,h) J cos[¢0,(71) + ¢ 0,(r2 )](e-G,(r,-r, )-G•(r,-r,)- 1) 

+ cos[Bo,( 7J) - Bo,h)] cos[¢o,( 71 ) - ¢0,( 72 )](eG,(r,-r, )+G•(n -r,) - 1) 

+cos[Bo,(7,) + Bo,(72)) cos[¢o,(7I}- ¢ 0, (72 )]( e-G,(r,-r, )+Go(r,-r, ) -1) 

+ cos[Bo,(7I}- Bo, (72)] cos[¢0, (r1) + ¢0,(72 )](eG,(r,-r,)-G.(r,-r,) -1)}, 
(2. 14) 

where the correlation functions for the fast modes are defin ed as 

j
h dw e -iwr 

G8 (7) = (Bor(7)Bor(D)) = 11'TJp _,. 
2

71' VW(w/t") , (2.15) 

j
h dw e -iwr 

G¢(7) = (¢or(7)¢or(O)) = 11'TJa -A 
2

71' VW(w/t"), (2. 16) 

wi t h a smoothing fun ction W(x) satisfyin g W( x) --+ 0 for x ~ 1 and W( x) ;::, 1 for x ~ 1 
[32). For I"~ A G8 (0) = T)p ln (A/ I") and G¢(0) = 1)a In ( A/!"), and t hus Eq. (2. 13) becomes 

2Vo ( '" ) t(",+'''lj (51 ) = 71'0! A d7 cos Bo,( 7) cos ¢0, ( r ). (2.17) 

Since G8(7) and G¢(r) are short- ranged and fall off exponentia lly for 7 ~ 1/t" [25], the 
second-order cumuJani can be approximated as 

where 

(Sf)- (S1) 2
;::, ( :~ f (*r+'''jd7{ a1 cos[2B0,(7)] cos[2¢0,] 

+a2 [ 1 - ~ ( d:~· r -~ ( d::· rJ 
+a3 cos[2B0, (7)] + a 4 cos[2¢0,(7)] } , (2. 18) 

a!= J d7 ( e - G,(r)-G,.(r)- 1)' 
a3 = J d7 ( e -G,(r )+G,.(r)- 1), 

a2 = J d7 (eG,(r )+Gk) - 1)' 
a, = j d7 ( eG,(r)-G•(r)- 1). (2.19) 

Finally we must rescale the imaginary time as 7 --+ (A/ 1")7 to complete the RG transforma
tion. Note thai it is not necessary to rescale B0 and ¢ 0 because the theory has underlying 
symmetries, 00 (7)--+ 00 (7) + 271' and ¢o (7)--+ ¢ 0 (7) + 271' [25]. In add it ion, since the second 
ierrn of the integrand in Eq. (2.18), 1 d7[(dBo, /dr)2 + (d¢0,/ dr) 2

], is irrelevant co rn pared with 
1 dw(lwiiB0,(wJI2 + lwll ¢o,(w)l 2

), both T]p and TJa are not renormalized. Hence the quantities 
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left to be renonuali zed are th e barrier pote nt ial, 110 cos 80 cos ¢0 , and its descendants in the 
second orde r perturbat ion , i.e., 112,0 cos 280 , 110 ,2 cos 2¢0 , and 112 ,2 cos 2ilo cos 2¢o· We note that 
the potentials, 112 ,0 cos 280 a nd 110 ,2 cos 2¢0 , ca n also be written in terms of the fermion fi eld 

operators at x = 0 as &112,o(W~ 1 WIJW~ 1 i¥ 11 + H. c.) and &Vo,2 (W~ 1 WIJWLW2l + H. c.). 
From Eq. (2. 17) we ge t 

(2.20) 

We obtain t he different ia l cal in g equation by differentiating Vo(J.<) with respect to J.L, keeping 
A and 110 (!1.) fixed: 

dVo [ 1 J 3 df = l- 2(1Jp + 1Ju) Vo(l) + 0(\10 ) , (2.2 1) 

wh ere dl = -dJ.</ J.l· Thus if 1)p + 1)u > 2 the potential scales to zero whereas for 1)p + 1)u < 2 
it grows as the cutoff J.l is reduced . 

T he scaling equations for 1!2 ,0 and 1!0 ,2 can be derived in a simila r way. Since lf2 ,0 cos 2ilo 
and 1!0,2 cos 2¢ 0 are generated by the second-order expansion as shown above , we s hould , 
from the beginning, include these two terms in t he original action. Then after rescaling we 
get renorma li zed potential s as 

Thus the differential RG equations a re 

d\12 0 dt = (1- 21)p)\f2,0 (1), (2.22) 

dVo2 dt = (1- 2ry.)Vo,>(l), (2.23) 

which show that 112 ,0 cos 280 (1!0 ,2 cos 2¢0 ) is relevant when 1)p < 1/2 (1Ju < 1/2). T hese 
three RG eq uations, (2.21), (2 .22), and (2.23) , suffice for determining the phase diagram at 
zero temperature. Other higher-o rder terms, V,n ,n cos milo cos n¢0 (m + n 2: 4) , gene ra ted 
by higher-order expans ions are not important , since at least one of the above three pinning 
potentials is a lways relevant in parameter regions in which the hig her-order terms become 
relevant , m 2

1)p + n2
17u < 2. 

From the RG equations we can deduce the phase diagram at T = 0 as shown in Fig. 2. 1 
where the phase boundaries are 1)p + 1Ju = 2, 1)p = 1/2, and 1)u = 1/2. In region I, 
V0 cos 80 cos ¢0 is relevant so that both 80 and ¢0 are pinned a round the potential minima, 
which means that electrons are perfectly renected by the barl'ier at T = 0 1<. In region II, 
only 110 ,2 cos 2¢0 is a rel evant perturbation , and there fore spin phase , ¢0 , is pinned whereas 
charge phase, 80 , is not pinn ed. In region Ill , on the other hand , 112,0 cos 280 is rel evant ; the 
charge phase is pinned, whil e the spin phase is not pinned. The physical impli cations of 
these phenomena will be discussed in Sec . 2.'1.1. Finally in region IV all the pinning poten
tials are irrelevant , so elect rons can freely go through the barrier. H is interesting to note 
that the phase boundary 1)p + 1)u = 2 obtained above is different from that of the Anderson 
localization transition stud ied before in the weak-pinning limit [15, 16). This difference will 
be discussed in detail in Chap. 4. 
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Figure 2.1: T he p hase diagram of the ground sta te in t he !)p -1)u pla ne for t he weak potential 
li mit. T he phase boundaries are !)p + 1)u = 2, !)p = 1/2, and !Ju = 1/2. 

Regions ll a nd Ill where onl y one of cha rge a nd s pin phases is pinned are reminiscent of 
B-g lass and </>-glass in a dirty Luttinge r liq uid di scussed by S uzumura and Fukuyam a [15] . 
However, t hi s simil a rity is superfi cial . T he B-glass (</>-glass) appears only when the backward 
(umkl ap p) scat tering is present in add it ion to the impurity potenti al. On the othe r ha nd , 
in our single-barrier model onl y th e for ward scat tering is considered away fro m t he t unnel 
barrier. T he cos 2B0- term (cos 2</>0-term), which is relevant in the region Ill (ll ), is generated 
throug h re normal ization from t he barrier potent ial, ~cos 2B0 cos 2¢0 . 

2.3 .2 Conductance 

Nex t we will calc ul a te the charge (s pin ) conduct.ance GP (Gu) in powers o f V0 by using 
t he influ ence- fun ctional formalism [33]. Since the me thod is d esc ribed in deta il in Ref. [25], 
where the mobility of a qua ntum Brownian particle is calcul a ted , we simply apply their 
res ults to our problem. See Ref. [25] for de tai ls . 

We ass ume t ha t , when a voltage is appli ed to the sys tem, a vo ltage difl"e rence V ap pears 
onl y a t t he potenti al barrier a nd t here is no elect ric fi eld in t he leads. T hi s is not exact 
t reatme nt. As will be shown below, however, thi s a pproximation leads to reasona ble resul ts 
(each cond uctance has t emperature-depe nde nt co rrection terms which are consis tent with 
t he RG equations de ri ved in t he preceding section), and thus t he approximat io n might be 
acce ptable. Accordingly, we add a n addi tiona l te rm, e\fB0 /";r, to L 1 in Eq . (2.3). T he (cha rge) 
current JP ind uced by t he voltage difference is give n by JP = -(e/'rr )(dB0jdt) where t is a 
real time, a nd the cha rge conduc ta nce is d efin ed by GP = JP/ V with V -+ 0. On the o ther 
hand , when there is a magneti c fi eld difference 11 be tween the two sides of the po tential 
barrier, a nother term, Jl.a fi( </>0 /211") (Jl.a: Bohr ma.gneton) , must be included in L 1 , res ulting 
in a spin c urr ent Ju = (1/27r )(d</>o/dt ) ; the spin conductance is defin ed as Gu = Ju/H with 
Jf -+ 0. In the absence of the potentia l Vo cos B0 cos ¢ 0 , GP (Gu) is e27)p j 1f (Jl.B '7u/ (27r )). 

l"irs t we evaluate the cha rge conducta nce in powers of V0 , ass uming V # 0 but H = 0. 
Following th e same path as in Ref. [25], we a rri ve at the foUowing expression of the charge 
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current Jp: 

e 1 
Jp = :; ,!.~.~ t(B(t)), 

(B(t)) =I: dB J :d<f>BP(B, q,, t), 

P(B, </>, L) = L :dBo I :d</>o L:JB~ L:d</>~(Bo, </>olfJ( O)I B~, </>~)J (B, </>, B, </>, l; Bo, </>o, B~, </>~. 0), 

J( B, </>, B', </>', t; B0 , </>0 , e~, </>~, 0) 

!.9 1¢ !.9' 14>' = lim DB D</> DB' Dq,'exp(i5[B,</>]-i5[B',</>']+i<li[B,</>,B',</>']), 
Me,M¢-o IJo ¢o BQ 4>0 

5[B, </>] = fa' dt [ 
1~9 

( ~~r + 
1~¢ ( ~; r + ~~;cos B cos</>+ ~e VB] , 

i<I!(B,</>,B',</>'] = - 1
-· f' dt'B 1(t')dBd2(;')- -

1
-· B1 (t)B2(t) 

1r1)p Jo l 1r1)p 

j fn' 1 1 d</>2(t') i +- dt q,,(t )-d-· ,-- -<f>,(t)</>2(t)- 52[B2, </>2], 
1r1)u 0 l 1r1)u 

I ' <' 1 ' <' 
52[B2, </>2] =- { dt' { dsB2(t')an(t'- s)B2(s) +- { dt' { ds</>2 (L')an(t'- s)</>2(s), 

1f1)p Jo Jo 1r1)u Jo Jo 

an(t) = ln oo d; w cos(wt) colh C3
;) , 

1 ( ') B I ) ( ' ) I B, = 2 B + B , 2 = B - B , q,, = 2 q, + q, , </>2 = q, - q, . 

p(O) is lhe density malrix al t = 0, when lhe syslem is assumed lo be in equili brium. Afler 
some manipulations one gels 

e2 
JP= -;7JpV 

1 
00 00 ( iV. )"( iV. )"' 

- e1)p ~~~~ t ~ .t:o {e,~,,) {e,~,,) 27r: - 27r: 
x r' dt, f''dt2··· f'" - ' dt,. r' dt; r•: dt; ... r '~'-'dt;,. r' dl'~[p(t')+p'(t'Jl 

l o Jo lo Jo l o lo Jo 2 

x exp( i l dt 0 { ~e VB(t 0 )- ~B(t0 )[p(to) + p'(t 0 )] 

-~J;(to)[a(lo) + a'(io)]} - 52[0, ¢J), (2.24) 

where 
n n' 

p(t') =I: e11<5(t'- t1 ), p'(t') =I: e21 <5(t'- t;), (e,1 =±I) 
]=l 

" n' 

a(t') =I: s,1 o(t 1
- i1 ), a'(L') = L s21 <5(t'- t;), (s;1 = ±1) 

]'==I ;=1 
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and 0(t') is t he step fun ction. T he summations in Eq. (2.2<1) a re pe rformed under the charge 
and pin ne u t rality cond it ions, 

" n' n n' 

l: e11 = l: e21, 2: s11 = L: s21, (2 .25) 
]=1 J=l j=l J=l 

which imply tha i n + n' must be even. Jn the lowes t order (n = n' = 1), 8q. (2.24) is 
eval uaied as 

e2 
Jp= -;'7PV 

- et)p ( ::) 
2 

tanh ( &•)p{3e V) 

loo [ ( "" e-w/A ( {3w ) l 
x -oo dtcos(t)peVt) exp -(t)p + I'Ju) Jo dw-w- (1 - coswt) coih T + i sin wt , 

(2 .26) 

where we have adopted an exponential cutoff, exp(- w/A). T he cha rge conducta nce GP is 
then obta i ned as 

(2 .27) 

where r (x) is the l' function (see Appendix A.l for detail s). The next leading term in the 
expansion can a lso be obtained from Eq . (2 .24) . Here we evalua te it by a simpler method: 
we replace the ba rri er potential (2V0 /7ra) cos 110 cos ¢o by (2V2,o/1ra) cos 21io, and calcul ate 
t he charge conductance in t he lowes t order. By so doing, toge ther with Eq. (2 .27), we get 
Gp up to t he order (V0 /aA) 4 as 

(2 .28) 

where c0 and c1 a re dimensionless cons tants which depe nd on l)p, l)u, and the cutoff procedure. 
No te th a t 112 ,0 is of order 110

2 faA . 
The cunent-voltage charac teristi c of the single ba rri er is obtained fro111 8q. (2.26). At 

ze ro te mpera ture it becomes 

where we have included the contribution from \12,0 cos 2110 and neglected unimporta nt expo
nential fac tors such as exp( - l)pe V/A) (see Appendix A.2). For temperatures T ~e ll the 
current-voltage rela tion deviates from Ohm's law, as described in Eq. (2.29). If eV ~ T ~ A , 

on the othe r ha nd , the current-voltage characteristic obeys Ohm's law, Jp = GPV , where GP 
is given by Eq. (2. 28). 
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The spin cond uctance G. can also be eval uated in a s imi la r manner by taking 11 # 0 

and \f = 0. Here we show onl y the final expression whi ch is valid up to the o rder (lf0/aA)" 

_ J-Lal)u [ 1 ( lfo ) 
2 

( 1rT) "'+'l•-
2 

1 ( lfo,2) 
2 

( 1rT) "''-
2
] c. - -- 1 - c - - - c - - ' 

21r 0 
01 A A 1 

01 A A 
(2.30) 

where c~ a nd c; are dimensionless numbers. 

T he temperature depende nce o f CP a nd C. is naturally understood fro1n the scal ing 
equations (2.21), (2.22), and (2.23). For example, integrating the RG eq uat io n (2.21) from 

J-L = A to J-L = T yields the renorma li zed potential, (21f0 /1r01)(T/A)t<•,+•.)-I T hen , the 
reduction of the conductances due to the potential scat t ering is proportional to the sq uare 

of the renormalized one, g iving t he power-law dependence of T'''+•·-2 in Eqs. (2.28) a nd 
(2.30) . T he same reasoning can be appli ed also to the reductions due to \!2,0 cos 2e0 a nd 

V0,2 cos 2</>o. 
The a bove pe rturbative calc ul a tions a re valid if the reductions of the cond uctances due 

to t he potential scattering are much small er than the Oth-order te rm, e2 fJp/1r or J-LB'7u/21r. 
Thus Eqs. (2.28) a nd (2.29) are val id down toT= 0 ]( in regions 11 a nd IV of Fig. 2. 1, where 

CP(T = 0 I<)= e2 fJp/1r . In the other regions (I and III ), however, the expansion is valid o nly 
for high temperatures . Al low temperatures expansions with respect to the tunneling m atrix 
elements become appropriate, g iving CP(T = 0 I<)= 0. Simil a rly, the expans io n of C. (2.30) 
is justified onl y in regions Ill and IV down toT= 0 I<, and C.(T = 0 I<) = J-LB'7u/21r. In 
regions I a nd II, o n the other ha nd , t he expansio n fa ils at low temperatures, which s uggests 
C.(T = 0 K) = 0. In s um mary, at low temperatures the perlurbative calcttl ations are 
justified in the regions where the pinning potent ia l is irrelevant a nd the relevant phase fi eld 
is not pi nned. Finally we note that for the noni nle racting case (fJp = l)u = l) t he leadi ng
order co rrections proportio nal to (lf0 /aA) 2 in Eqs. (2.28) a nd (2.30) are indepe ndent ofT, 
which is consistent with what the Landauer formula tells: the conductance can take any 
value from 0 to e2 /1r at ze ro temperature. 

2.4 Strong barrier potential 

In this section we consider the opposite limit in which the barrier potential is very 
strong, lf0/01A ~ 1. In tl1is limit the e lect ron t ra nsport can be v iewed as the tunneling from 
a potential minimum to an adj acent minimum, a nd tunneling matrix elements are natural 
expansion parameters. The cosine potential (2.3) has rninima at (eo, ¢>0 ) = ((m + n)1r, (m
n)1r) and ma.x.ima at (eo, ¢>0 ) = ((m + n + l) 1r, (m - n)1r), where m and n are integers 
(Fig . 2.2). Thus a particle initially at (eo, ¢>0 ) = (0, 0) can tunnel to (±1r, ±1r) through a 
lower tu nnel barrier and to (±21r, 0) a nd (0 , ±21r) through a hi gher barrier. Physically these 
processes correspond to the tunneling of one elect ro n or hole ((±1r, ±1r)), the singlet pair of 
two electrons or holes ((±21r, 0)) , and the triplet electron-hole pair ((0, ±21r)), respectively. 

2.4.1 Duality mapping and scaling equations 

Generalizing the duality argument by Schmid [23] and using the dilute ins lanlon gas 
app roximation (DIGA) , we show below that t he partition fun c ti o n in the strong potential 
limit is mapped to that in the weak potential limit disc ussed in the preceding sect ion . 
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Figure 2.2: Minima of the pinning po tentia l - (2V0 j1ra) cos eo cos ¢0 . T he mat ri x element for 
the (0, 0)--+ (1r, 1r) tunneling is t. 

Re membering tha t the high-frequency cutoff A se rves as the mass m of the Browni an 
particl e, we may write the partition fun ction (2.7) as 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

Note tha t fo r simplicity we have assumed th at t he mass is iso tropic in the (eo, </>0 ) plane. We 
evalu ate t he part it ion funct ion in the se miclassical limit , in which the fun ct ional integral is 
dominated by t he stationary path of S0 + S 1 . It is important to noti ce t ha t S0 desc ribes the 
physics in the short t imescale, i.e. , tunneling of an elec tron (ins ta nton) , wh ereas S 1 describes 
th e physics in the long timescale, i.e., inte ract ion between insta ntons. We, th erefore, firs t 
construct the stationa ry paths of S0 , denoted by B0 and ¢0 , and then we substitute them 
into S 1 . B0 (r ) and ¢0 (r) a re determined from 

5S0 cfB0 2V0 . - -,e- = - m -d 2 + - sw e0 cos</J0 = 0, 
u 0 r 1ra 

(2 .34) 

5S0 cf¢0 2Vo - . -
c). =-m -d 2 +-cos e0 sm </J0 = 0, 
ul.f'o r 1Ta 

(2 .35) 

or equi valentl y, 

cf - - 2V0 . - -
-d 2 (eo + <Po ) = -- sm(eo + ¢0 ) , 

r 1ram 
(2.36) 

cf - - 2Vo . - -
- (eo - <Po )= --sJn(eo - ¢0). 
dr2 1ram 

(2.37) 

A solution of d2 Xfdr 2 = (2V0 / 7rw n ) sinX describing one instanton at x = 0 is given by 

X( r ) = 2arccos (-tanh(r (2Vo/ 7ram)112J) , (2.38) 
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which sat is fi es X( -oo) = 0 and X(oo) = 27r . From this we see that the width of t he 
instanton is of orde r (tra.m/2V0 ) 112 ln the DlGA, we neglect the ove rl a ps o f instantons 
ass uming t hat fJ is much la rger than the width and that fugacity of instantons is very small. 
T hus we writ e Bo and ¢o as linear combinations of the one- instanton solution X(r): 

,, 
Bo (r ) + ¢o(r ) = L e1, X(r- TJ,), (2.39) 

;= I 

'" B0 ( r)- ¢o(r ) = L e2, X( r- r21 ), (2.40) 
J=l 

where e,, = 1 (instanto n) or - 1 (ant i-instan ton) and r,1 's spec ify the locations of instantons 
or an ti-i ns tanto ns. It follows from 00 (0) = B0 ({J) a nd ¢o (O) = ¢o~fJ) that L:.J e 1, = L:, e21 = 0 
(neutrali ty condi tion). We may write the Fourier transform of 80 (r) a nd ¢0 (r) as 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

where we have used a n approxi mat ion , 

(2.43) 

By substituting Eqs. (2.41) and (2.42) into Eq. (2.33), the partition function can be calcu
lated , within the DIGA , as 

(2.44) 

where L{e,±) represents summat ion over poss ible configurations of e;;'s under the neutraljty 
co nditions, and y0 is the instanton fu gacity, i.e. , tunneling matrix element t corresponding 
to (80 , ¢0 ) = (0, 0)---+ (±1r, ± tr) . Equa tion (2 .44) can be simplified by introd ucing dual fields 
iio and ¢o as 
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Figure 2.3: The phase diagram of the ground state for the strong potential limit. T he phase 
boundaries are ;); +;!; = 2, rJp = 2, and '7a = 2. The charge conductance GP is 0 in regions 

I and III , and e2rypj1r in regions II and IV at zero temperature. The spi n conductance Ga is 
0 in regions l and II , and J.lB'7a/27r in regions Ill and lV at zero temperature. 

= J VBo J v¢o exp(- 2"':(3 ~ lw,IIBo(w,W- 21~(3 ~ lwnll¢o(wnW 

+2y0t drcos[Bo(r) + Jo(r)] + 2y0t drcos[Bo(r)- Jo(r)]) 

= j V Bo j V Jo exp(-
2
"';(3 ~ lw,IIBo(w,W- 2~(3 ~ lwnll¢o(w,W 

+4y0t drcosB0(r)cos¢0(r)). (2.45) 

We see that Eq. (2 .45) is identical to the original partition funct.ion (2.7) if we replace 1/YJ,I.,a )> 

V0j1rcx, eo, and ¢0 by 1),f.,u)> 2y0 , B0, and ¢,0, respec tively. lt is of interest to note that 00 and 

¢0 correspond to e_(x = 0) and <P-(x = 0) introduced in C hap. 1. Thus Bo represents the 
Josephson phase whereas eo. corresponds to the charge. ¢ 0 is also the conjugate variable of 
¢o in the same sense . 

Since the partition functi on in the strong potential limit is found to be identical to that 
in the weak potential limit , we can readily write down the scaling eq uations applying the 
analysis in the preceding sect ion. As is shown in Sec . 2.3.1, the second-order cumulant 
expansio n of y0 cos 00 cos Jo yields Y2,0 cos 2Bo and Yo,2 cos 2¢o. By analogy with the fact that 
y0 cosB0 c_os¢0 represents the tunneling from (eo,¢o) = (0,0) to (±1r,±1r), y2,0 cos2B0 and 
Yo,2 cos 2¢0 correspond to tunnelings from (0, 0) to (±27r, 0) and to (0, ±27r), respectively. 
We note here that if (de0jdrj2 and (d¢0/dr) 2 in Eq. (2 .32) do not have the same coe ffi cient 
m, then the effect ive action in Eq. (2.45) will have Y2,o cos 2eo, Yo,2 cos 2¢o, etc. 

From Eqs. (2.21), (2.22), and (2 .23), we obtain 

dy0 [ 1 ( 1 1 )] - = 1- - - + - y0 (l), 
dl 2 1)p 1)a 

(2.46) 
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Figure 2.4 : T he RG fl ow diagram for l)p = l)u (a) and l)p = 27]u (b). 

dy2,0 ( 2) -= 1-- Y2o(l), 
dl l)p ' 

dyo,2 ( 2) dl = 1- ry; Yo,2(1), 

27 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

from which we ded uce the phase diagram at T = 0 I< (Fig. 2.3) . T he ground state is classified 
into four regions, and phase boundaries a re;!;+;!;= 2, 7]p = 2, and T}u = 2. ln region I all the 

fugacities (tun11e ling matrix elements) scale to zero, which means that no tunneling occ urs at 
T = 0 K. In region II (lll) onl y y2,0 (y0,2) scales to a large r value, which means that only the 
singlet electron pai r (triplet electron-hole pai r) can tunnel although the individual electron is 
perfectly reflected by the barrier at T = 0 1<. This corresponds to the fact that in thi s region 
II (Il l ) the singlet supercond uctivity (spi n density wave) instability is t he most enhanced 
one for the 1D system without impurities (see Fig. 1. 2). Lastly, in region IV y0 scales to 
be larger so that the barrier transmits elect rons perfec tly at T = 0 I<. T he phase di agram 
is qualitatively the same as that in the weak potential limi t (F ig. 2.1). Quantitatively, 
however , the phase boundaries change as V0 increases from F ig. 2. 1 to Fig. 2.3 in cont rast to 
the spinless model [17]; the pinning regions (I, II , and Ill) expand as the potential barr ier 
becomes higher. 

From Figs. 2.1 and 2.3 we can deduce the RG llows (Fig. 2.4) . Here the essential point 
is that T}p and l)u are not renormalized so th at the RG llows a re all vertical (25]. When 
7]p = l)u (F ig. 2.4(a)), t he phase bound ary is vertica l a t l)p = ')u = 1, and the RG fl ows are 
reminiscent of those of a q uant um Brownian particle in a cos ine potential (2'1, 25] as well 
as of the spinless Fe rmion model (17]. T he same fl ow diagram is obtained for the case of 
TJu = 1, i.e., the case where the sys tem has an SU(2) spin symmetry. The noninteracting 
Fermi liquid (TJP = l)u = 1) is jus t on the ver tical phase boundary, where the barrier potenti al 
is a marginal per turbation . In general, however, the phase boundary is not vertical and looks 
like an unstable fixed line. In Fig. 2.4(b) we show the RG flows along the line T}p = 2'7u· 

2.4 .2 Conductance 

ln this section we calculate the charge and spin conductances perturbatively in powers 
of the tunneling matrix element t from the golden rule. 
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As shown by Caldeira and Leggett (22], t he dissipatio n suf[ered by the particle of coor
dinate (80 , </>0) in lhe partition fun ct ion (2.7) can be expressed as the linea r-co upling with 
harmoni c osci ll ators: 

where 

L( {xI;} , { X2k }; Bo, </>o) = ;;= ( ~m,, ( d;;') 
2 
+ ~m,,wJ,xL + 91; x ,, Bo + 2~~'wL (}~ ) 

+ ~ ( ~m2k ( d;;k ) 

2 

+ ~m2,w~kx~k + 92,x2k<l>o + 2~:kwik </>~ ) 
2\lo 

+-(1- cos 80 cos </>0 ) (2.50) 
1f(Y 

with speclral functions for the harmonic osc illators {x1, } and {x2k}, 

1fgf w 
J1(w) =I: --'-o(w - w11 ) = -G(w), 

, 2m11 w1, 1f1)p 
(2.51) 

1f9ik w J2(w) =I: --o(w- w2k) = -8(w). 
k 2m2kw2k 1f1)a 

(2.52) 

T he tunneling probability t hrough the potential barrier is calcul ated frout the ove rl ap 
between the initial state and t he final state. T he probability of the tunneling from (80 , ¢0) = 
(0, 0) lo (1r, 11-) is thus given by 

P(o,o)- (•,•l = 21ft2 I: lUI iWe-PE,o(EI - E, - e If)/ I: e- ilE; 
1 1j I 

= t 2 l: dt0(e-•HJ''e' 11•'');e;eV<o, (2.53) 

where \1 is the applied voltage and I i) (If)) rep resents eigenslales of 11, (H 1) with energy 
E, (E1 ). T he ini t ial- and final-stale Hamiltonian a re o btained from L( { x 11 }, { x2k}; Bo, ¢o) 
by setting (80 , ¢0 ) = (0, 0) and (1f, 1r), r~spec li vely: 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

where a, and bk (a; and bL) are the annihilation (creation) operator for the mode j and k, 
respect ively. The thermal ave rage in Eq. (2 .53) is performed with respecl lo 11, as (X), = 
Tr(X e-il11 ;) /Tr( e-PH, ). The above two Hami ltonians are related lo each ot her by H 1 = 
U11f;U, where the unitary operator U is given by 

U = exp [I: ~(a; - a,)+ I: ~(bk- bk)] . (2 .56) 
, 2m1,w1, k 2m2kw2k 
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With the help of this relation, Cq. (2.53) is eval uated as 

P(oo)-(•,•) = t2 f ""dtoexp[ie Vt 0 -1r f ""dw [J1(w)+J2 (w )]((1 - coswt0)colh fJw + isin wto)]· ' J - oo Jo w2 \ 2 
(2.57) 

ln the same way, the probabili ty of the reve rse process, (eo, ¢0 ) = (1r, 1r) -t (0, 0) , is obtained 
as 

p, -t2 j
00 

dt (e-•ll,toe•lltlo) e-•eV to 
(•.•)-(0,0)- 0 f 

-oo 

= e-f3eV P(o,o)- (•,•h (2.58) 

where the last line represe nts t he detailed balance. T he differe nce between P(o,o) - (•,•) a nd 
P(•,•)- (o,o) a moun ts to the net charge current JP : 

JP = 2e (P(o,o)-(•,•) - P(•,•)- (o,o) ) 

2( -f3eV)j"" [ · (1 1 )la""dw (( ) (Jw . . )] =2et 1-e dt0 exp ze Vt 0 - -+- - 1 -coswt0 coth-+tswwt0 , 
- oo rJp rJu 0 W 2 

(2.59) 

where the prefac tor 2 comes from t he spin degeneracy. Note th at t he in teg ral in Eq. (2 .59) 
is simil ar to the second term in Cq. (2.26), in ag ree ment wi th th e d ual ity mapping 7)p(u) -t 

1/rJp(u) · Hence, in the lowest order, the charge cond uctance GP is given by 

GP = 2e2t2 f3 j
00 

dt0exp [-( 2_ + 2_) ("" dw e-wfA ( (1 - coswt0)coth fJw + is in wto)], 
- oo 1)p rJu Jo W 2 

. (2.60) 
where we have in trod uced an exponential cutoff e-w/A to avoid ul t rav iolet cli ve rgences. At 
low temperatures Eq. (2.60) is esti mated as 

(261) 

where d1 is give n by 2?r3 / 2 f( 2~, + 2:,.)/f( 2:,, + 2:,, + ~). T he next-order term of the charge 
conductance is due to t he t unneling from (eo, ¢0) = (0, 0) to (21r, 0), whose tunneling matrix 
element, t2 , is of order t2 /1\. T he probabili ty for thi s tunneling process is then obtained as 

2 j "" [ . ( "" dw ( fJw . . ) l P(o,o)- (2 • ,0) = t2 -oo dto exp 2te V to - 4,. l o w2 J 1 ( w) (1 - cos wt0 ) coth T + l st n wt0 . 

(2.62) 
T he probability for th e reverse process is obtained from t he detailed balance rela tion, P(h,o)-(o,o) 
= e- 2f3•V P(o,o)- (2.,o) · T hus t he charge conductance d ue lo these t unneling processes is 

l oo [ 4ln"" e-w/A ( fJw )] 2e2 t~f3 dt0 exp -- dw-- (1 -cos wt0)cot h -+isin wt0 . 
0 1)p 0 w 2 

(2.63) 

From Eqs. (2 .61) and (2 .63), we ge l the charge conductance, up lo the order of (t/ /\ )4 , as 

= d 2 (!:._)2 (,.y) ;/;+;/;-2 d 2 (~) 2 (,.T) ;lp-2 
G P 1 e 1\ 1\ + 2e 1\ 1\ , (2.64) 
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where d2 is a dimensionl ess num be r of order unity. 
The current-voltage cha rac teri s ti c a t zero tempera ture is al so obtained from Eqs. (2 .59) 

and (2 .62) as 

J P = 2ee j "" dt 0 exp [ie V t0 - (2.. + 2..) f "" dw e-w /h (1- e-•w'' )] 
- oo ryp I~ h W 

+e t~ dtoexp 2ieVt 0 -- dw--(1- e- •w'' ) l oo [ 41"" e-w/h . l 
- oo 1]p 0 W 

= 4et
2 

( eV) ;/;+;/;- 1 ~ ( 2eV) ;1;- 1 

Ar( J...+J... ) A + Ar( .i..) A ' 
'lp 'lrr 'IP 

(2.65) 

where we have neglec ted unimporta nt exponential factors. Eq uation (2.65) shows th at the 
tunneling is suppressed in the charge-pinning regions 1 and III: J P ex V 9 (g > 1). This result is 
reminiscent of rece nt theories on the effect of elec tromagnetic environment on the Coulomb 
blockade in a s ingle tunn el junction [34, 35]. In our model the many- body correlations 
sup press the tunneling. ln regions II and IV , on the other hand, Eq. (2.65) tells tha t 
the tunneling is enh anced to give J P ex V 9 with g < 1. However, this is not the case; the 
enh ancement sugges ts that the expansion in powers oft is not valid , and rather the expa nsion 
in powers of Vo described in Sec. 2.3.2 becomes appropr iate . 

We can a lso evalu ate the spin conductance Gu in the same way. The lowes t-order con
ductance is obtained again from P(o,o)- (• ,• ) and P(• ,•)- (o,o), but the relation between the two 
probabilities is now gi ve n by P(•,•)- (o,o) = e- fl" aH/2 

P(• ,• )- (o,o), where His the magnet ic fi eld 
difference across the barrier. The next-order term is obtained by examining the tunneling 
from (e0 , ¢0 ) = (0, 0) to (0 , 2·n'). Hence the spin conductance is calculated up to the order of 
(t/A)4 as 

G =d' (.!_)2(7rT) ;/;+;/;-2 d' (~) 2 ( 1rT );!;-2 
u I i-'B A A + 21-'B A A ' . (2 .66) 

wh ere d; and d~ are dimensionless numbers. 
Eq uations (2.64) and (2.66) a re co rrect low-temperature expansions for the conductances 

in t he pa rameter regions wh ere the corresponding phase fi eld is pinned a t ze ro temperature: 
the expansion is valid in regions 1 and Ill of Fig. 2.3 for GP and in I and ll for Cu. In the 
other regions, II a nd IV for GP and Ill and IV fo r Gu, as the temperature is lowered , the 
tunneling probabilitie scale to infinity while the potential V0 scales to zero . Thus in thi s 
case the perturbati ve calcula tions in powers o f V0 become appropriate for low temperatures . 

2 .5 Summary 

In thi s chapter we have studied the tunneling through a potential barrie r in the spin
dependent Tomonaga- Luttinger model. Om findin gs are summari zed below. 

• The effective action for eo and ¢0 is obtained . It is reminiscent of the Caldeira- Legge tt 
model of the macroscopic quantum tunneling. The dissipation is due to the low-lying 
charge density and spin density excitations in the Luttinger liquids. 

• The zero-temperature phase diagram is classified into four regions (Figs. 2.1 and 2.3) 
in terms of GP(T = 0) and Gu(T = 0) . In contrast to the spinless case, the phase 
boundaries change as the strength of the barrie r is varied . 
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• The noninteracting Fermi liquid always locates on a phase boundary. Thus the bar
rier potential is a marginal perturbation. This result is consistent with the standard 
Landauer approach. 

• T he charge condu ctance and spin cond uctance are calculated perturbatively in both 
limits of weak barrier and st rong barrier. They have anomalous power- law dependence 
on temperature arising from infrared divergences. 
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Chapter 3 

Resonant Tunneling 

3.1 Introduction 

In t he previo us chapter, we di sc ussed the t unneling th rough a single barri er in a Lullinge r 
liquid. Taking a step forward, we will int roduce one more barrier in the Lu ll inger liq uid ; 
the ai m of this chapter is then to di scuss effec ts of the electron correlation on t he resonant 
tunnelin g through a double barrier. T he model we employ is the 1D spinless Tomonaga
Lullinge r model with two 5-fun ction potenti als a t x = -R/ 2 a nd R /2 . A simil ar model has 
been studied recently by Kane and Fisher [19), who considered mai nly the low- tem pera ture 
limi t and di sc ussed the ze ro- temperat ure ph ase di ag ram. On the ot her hand, the a na lysis 
given below cove rs both the low- and high-tempera ture regime, and emphas is will be put on 
a crossove r betwee n the two regimes [21]. 

Our analysis is la rgely moti vated by recent experimental and t heoretical studies [36, 37, 
38, 39] which have revealed that the resonant transport through a q uant um dot of nano
meter scale is a ffected by the Coulomb blockade [1]. Also importan t is the discreteness of the 
energy levels in a semiconductor quantum dol. His known that the conductance of the dol 
shows a periodic vari ation as a functi on of gale voltage which controls the electron density 
in the dol. T he pe riod of the conductance oscillations is determi ned by the charging energy 
U , whereas t he tempera ture dependence of the peak height changes a round the temperature 
comparable to the energy spacing of the di sc rete levels, 6 E [38, 39]. Typicall y, U and 6 E are 
es timated as U ~ 0.5 meV and 6 E ~ 0.05 meV. 

Although the electron-elect ron interac tion has a lready been included , as g parameters, 
in the Tomonaga-Lullinge r model, the long- ran ge pa rt of the Coulomb interaction may 
not be full y treated in th e model; the bosoni zed ll a.milto nia n of the Tomonaga-Lullinge r 
model does no t have any term corresponding to the charging energy. To reconcil e thi s, we 
introduce a charging-energy term by hand in an e ffective action. With this effec tive action we 
calcul a te the conductance for spinless fermions and di sc uss the crossover in the temperature 
dependence of th e conductance. We note th at , since our fermion is spinless, the J< ondo effect 
does not occ ur in our model. 

Before going to detail ed an alysis of the resonant tunn eling in Luttinge r liquids, it must 
be instructive to review first the resonant tunneling of nonin le racling spinless fermions. 
To be specifi c, we consider a t ight-binding model descr ibed by the following Hamiltoni an 
(Fig. 3.1(a)) , 

N-1 

H v = - W L (c!,+rCn + c~cn+r ) + V (cbco + c1cN) - eo L c~c, , (3 .1) 
n=l 

33 
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\1 \1 
(a) (b) 

~ w ~ t w l 

n n n n 
I I I --+----+ -- -- +--

-1 0 N -1 0 N 

Figure 3.1: The tight-bi ndi ng model with (a) two on-site potential barriers and (b) two weak 
links. 

where c" is an annihi lation operato r of a spi n less fermion at site n, vV is a hopping mat rix 
element (W > D), V is a potent ial simulat ing the tu nnel barrier, and e0 is site-energy 
difference controlled by the gate voltage. We assume t hat t he chemical potential JJ is zero. 
By solving the Schriidinger equation , the transmission probability through the barriers is 
obtained approximately as 

Tv(t:o) = V' ( v' )[ 
1 

( 21! 8)]' 1 + iiW' 4 + W' 1 +cos 2kFR + ;;;;eo -
(3.2) 

where R = N a, tan 8 = 4V W/(4W 2 + V 2 ), and VF = 2aW with a being the lattice constant. 
From the Landauer formul a [29], the conductance at temperature T is given by 

e
2 j ( df(E) ) G = 

2
11" Tv( eo- E) -----;[jjJ , (3.3) 

where f(E) is the Fermi distribution function. Substituti ng Eq. (3.2) in to Eq . (3.3), we get 
the conductance for V ~ W as 

G f3 { y2 ( y2) --- j dE 1+-- 4+-
e2/27r- 4cosh2 /1f 8W2 W 2 

= 1- _V_
2

- (1 + cos<p0--
2
-:-1r-:-R-;?;::'-,yp ) 

2W2 VF sinh 2:~T 

V' ( 21rRT '11rRT ) 6 +BW' 2+3cos<po . 
1 2,nr +cos2<po . h hl!T +O((V/W) ), 

Vp 51111 --;;;:- VF 5111 ----;;;:---
(3.4) 

where 'Po= 2kFR + (2Rt: 0 /vF ). At low temperatures (T ~ vF/ R) , this red uces to 

e2~2 7r = 1- 2~:2 { 1 + COS<po [1- ~ c~~f + ]} 

+8~' { 2 + 3cos<po[r-~ c::) 2 

+ .. ·l + cos2<po[ 1 -~c::') 
2 

+ .. ]}. (3.5) 

At high temperatures (T ::P VF/ R), on the other hand, it becomes 
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+--
4 

2 + _1r __ e- 2•1l7' / " F cos 'Po + _1r __ e -hllT/v p cos 2'Po . V" ( 3 RT 2 RT ) 
8W Vp up 

(3.6) 

In Sec. 3.3.2 we wi ll see lhal a sirnilar expansion of G is possible for Lullinger li quids. 
T he above mode l describes how the transport is d isturbed by two weak potent ial barriers. 

Next we consider anot her mode l in which there arc two weak links but no potential barr iers 
(F ig. 3.1(b)); t he Hamilto ni an is give n by 

N-1 

H, = -W L ( c!,+1c,. + c~c,.+r)- t (cleo+ dcr + c~+rCN + c~ c,V+r)- Eo L c!,c,.. (3.7) 
n'#;O ,N 7t=1 

We assume lhal t is much smal ler than W (0 < t ~ W). Of course, in the limit If ~ W, 
the on-s ite-barr ier model discussed above is essenti a ll y equi valent lo this weak-link model. 
Afte r some calc ulations we find lhal the transmission probability is approximate ly give n by 

81 4 

T - -------::-;c----,.,..-,-----~---.,. (3.8) 
'- W' 1- cos(2J.;,. Jl + ~) + 2J..'_[3 + cos(2kpR + ~)] · 

r tJf" W t VF 

Since t/W ~ 1, T, is much smaller tha n unity except on resonance. T hus we expand the 
denominator in Eq. (3.8) around the resonance point (E = Eo+ kpvp = 0). Expandi ng the 
cosine as cos(2kpR + ~) >== 1- 2(RE/vF )2

, we get 

f2 
T, = E2; r5' (3.9) 

where 

(3.10) 

This quantity can be interpreted as an escape rate out of a resonance leve l for med in between 
the two weak links. With the transmission probability, T,;nglc = (2t/WJ2, through a s ingle 
weak link , f 0 is rewritten as v7~;uglc where v = vpf2R is an allempt frequency [40]. Note 
that f 0 is aT-independent quant ity; it will be show n in Sec. 3.4.2 that in Lullinger liquids 
the escape rate is renormalized to be dependent on T. From the Landauer formula we obtai n 
the cond uctance at temperature T as 

G = :':_ J dE__!l__ ( - df(E) ) . 
21r E2 + r5 dE 

(3. 11 ) 

In Sec. 3.4.2, we will encounter an expression simil a r to Eq. (3.11) for the conductance of 
the resonant tunneling in Luttinger liquids. Note t hat just on resonance t he cond uctance al 
T = 0 1( becomes e2 /21r for any V0 and t. T his is a peculiar feat ure of the reso11ant tunneling 
through the symmet ri c double-barrier structure. ln the following sect ions, we will see that 
this feature is related to the fac t that on resouance the barrier potenti a l is irrelevant for th e 
noninteracting sys tem. 

The above discussion is conce rned with symmetric barriers only. It is easy to generali ze 
Eq. (3.11) for the case where the hopping matrix elements at the weak links are different: 
t L # t R· ln tl1i s case the cond uc lance is given by 

e
2 j rLrn ( df(E) ) 

G= 21r dEEij+t(fL+I'n)i - dE ' (3·12) 

where rL(R) = 2(vpfR)(tL(R)/WJ2. Thus the conductance is less than e2 /21r at T = 01< 
even on resonance. 
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3.2 Effective action 

As a model for an in teract ing spin less fermi on syste m, we analyze the spinJcss Tomonaga
Luiiingc r model with two barriers at x = -R/2 and R/2. Using the boson izai ion method 
explained in Sec. 1. 2, we write the partition fun ction a t temperature T = 1//3 as 

Z= j D Bexp( - 8~17 fdr jdx [~(8TB( x,r )) 2 +v(DxB (x,r)) 2 ] 

+ 1r~ f dr { \fL cos(B( -R/2, r )- kpR) + Vn cos[B(R /2, r) + kpR)}). 

where Cl' is a cutoff of t he order o[ t he lattice constant. v and 1J are defined by Eqs. (1.33) and 
(1.38). To avoid ultraviolet d ivergences, we also introduce a high-freq uency cutoff, A~ v/a, 
which is o[ t he order of the band widt h. We ass ume t hai the barrier str ucture is symmetric: 
IVLI = llfnl = lfo. Without loss of generali ty we can take VL = Vn = lfo. T he effect of 
asym met ry will be brie fly d iscussed late r. 

T he effect ive act ion for B( R/2) and B( -R/2) is obtained by integrating out t he phase fi eld 
B(x) except B(R/2) and B( - R/2). T he method is esse ntially the same as wh at is used in Sec. 
2.2. We fir st introduce auxi li ary fi elds, >.1(r) and >.2(r) to ensure thai B1(r) = B(-R/2,r) 
and B2(r) = B( R/2 ,r), and then integrate out B(x ): 

where 

- 1 e = 2(el + B2), 

- 1 
>.=2(>.1+>.2), 

Integ rating out >: and ~. we finally ge t the effective action for iJ and B as 
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u rfl (- ) 2 e v r/3 - e v r/3 -
+(2·n-)2 Jo dr B(r) - 21r lo drB(r)- 2; Jo drB(r) 

2V0 1/3 - [l - ] -- drcosB(r)cos -B(r) + kpR , 
?rQ 0 2 

(3.13) 

where !::.E = vj R. T he ave rage phase tJ is related to t he curreut J through the two barri ers 
by J = -(e/2tr)(dejdt ), whjle the ph ase difference e is related to the excess charge Q 
accumul ated jn t he co nfined region between two barri ers by Q = -eB/2tr . T herefore, whether 
elect rons can t unnel tluough t he barri ers is d irectly related to whether tJ is pinned or not 
pinned by t he pinning potenti al, (2V0 /tra) cos e cos[ttJ + kpR]. 

In order to take acco unt of the loug- range par t of the Coulomb interaction which is not 
full y incorpora ted in the bosonization meth od , we have introduced in Eq. (3.13) the charging 

energy Q2 /2C = U (B/2trf where C is the capacitance; the rep ul sive energy U = e2 /2C is 
ass umed to be la rge r t han !::.c. 

We have al so included in Eq. (3 .13) the energy co1uing from difference of the chemica l 
potenti al ac ross the barri ers: 

-- JJ.L8xBdx + JJ.I8xBdx + JJ.n8xBdx = --e(VIi + V9 B), 1 [/_-R/2 j_ R/2 j "" l J 
27r -oo -R/2 R/2 2tr 

(3.14) 

where J.l. I stands for a n average of the elect rosta ti c energy in between two ba rri ers, V = 
(p.n- p.~.- ) /e is the voltage difference between the right- and left-hand sides of the barrier 
region, a nd the gate voltage V9 = [JJ.1 - t(JJ.n + P.L) ]je. By vary ing V9 we can t une the 

average value of the massive fi eld B and the excess charge Q. T he resonance is achieved by 
controlling V9 . As is ev ident fw m Eq. (3 .14), we have ass umed tha t the chemical potenti al, 
1-'L and p.n, and th e electros ta ti c energy, p. 1 , are co nstant in each of three regions (x < - ~, 
- ~ < x < ~. and x > ~). Str ictly spealcing, tltis ass umpt ion is not cor rect and should be 
conside red as an a pproximation. In principle, the chemical potent ial can be de fin ed onl y for 
the rese rvoirs connected to t he left and right leads, and the elect ri c fi eld in the leads must 
be determined self-consis tently. However, trus approach is not easy to carry out. We have 
thus adopted the above-mentioned approximation, whjch will be shown to reproduce co rrect 
linear conductance for the noninteracting case [compare Eqs . (A.8), (A.9 ), and (3.45) with 
Eqs. (3.5), (3 .6), and (3 .11 )]. 

As can be easily seen in Eq. (3 .13) , the charge fluctuati on B in th e confined region 
has a mass gap, 8 ~, (U + ~ !::. <), while the average phase li remains massless and s uffers 
the di ssipa tion [22, 23] whose strength crosses ove r from l /2tr7) for jw,j ~ !::.c to 1/4tr7) 
for jw, j «: !::. c. T his dec rease in t he di ssipation as the tempera ture is lowered ac ross !::.E 
results in the nonmonotonic tempera ture dependence of the peak height of the co nductance 
resonances as desc ribed below. 

3.3 Weak barrier potential 

We nest examine the weak potential limit V0 «: a A, where a naive pict ure holds tha t 
elect ron propaga tion is slightl y. disturbed by barrier potential s. 

3.3.1 Scaling equations 

In tlus section we derive scaling equ ations perturbatively in powers of V0 . The results 
given below are essentially the same as those obtained by Kane and Fisher [1 9]. 
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Since thee fi eld has the mass gap, we can safely integ rate it out perturbatively in powers 
of V0 to get the cumul ant expansion of the barrier potential : 

where (A) 0 rep resents the thermal average of A with respect to J. It is easy to show that 

(cos [~e(r)+kFR])0 = exp[-')'(0)] cos~ (3.16) 

(cos [~e(rr)+kFR] cos [~eh)+kpRDe- (cos [~e(rr)+kpR] )u (cos [~e(r2)+kFR])8 
= ~e-2,(0)+2,(n -"') + ~e-2,(o)-2,(n -Tl) cos 'P _ e-2,(0) cos2 'P (3 .17) 

2 2 2' 
where 

21reV9 
<p= ZC£>E + 2U + 2kpR, 

'I 

(3.18) 

1r2 
( 1f lwnl ) -I 

')'(r)=r.; L: cosw,.r U+ 2 (I I/L>) . 41-' Wn 1') 1 - exp - Wn E 
(3 .19) 

Since t he ri ght-hand side of Eq. (3.17) is a short-r anged fun ction of lr1 - r 21, we may ap

proximate Eq. (3. 15) as 

{:~ fdrcose(r)cos[~e(r)+kpRJ} 
;::, 2 Vo e-,(o) cos 'f {~ dr cos e( r) 

1ra 2 l o 

+ro ( ::) 
2 
(1- e-2'(o)) (1- e-2'(o)cos<p) !a~ drcos2 iJ(r) + ... 

where r0 is a constant of order (U + f,;L>Et 1 T hus the zero- tempera ture effective act ion for 

IJ may be written approximately as 

_ 1 jA lwl - 2 e V !a"" -
s.ff=-2 dw l ( I 1/A )IB(w)l -- drB(r) 41f 7) -A + exp - w u E 21f o 

00 v 1"" - L ~ drcosniJ(r). 
n.;:::l 7r0:' 0 

(3 .20) 

Now we perform the RG transformation of Eq. (3.20). For l>E «: lwl «:A, exp( -lwl/ l>E) 
of the first term may be neglected. T hen Eq. (3.20) becomes mathematically the same as the 
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effective actio n d iscussed in C hap. 2; the model is equivalent to t he quanturn mecha nics of a 
particle moving in the cos ine potential with dissipation. Repeati ng t he same RG calc ul ations, 
we can easil y ob tain the lowest-o rder scaling equat ions for the pinning potentials, V1 , V2 , 

.. , as 

(3.21) 

For lwl ~ b.E, on the other hand , exp( -lw/ 6.<) may be replaced by unity. Also in thi s case 
we can perform a simil a r RG calcul at ion to obtain the scal ing equations: 

(3.22) 

We see from t hese scaling equat ions t hat V" is relevant if 17 < 1/n2 (17 < 2/n2) fo r lwl ~ b.E 
(lwl ~ 6.<) . Since V1 is proportional to cos(<p/2), it vani shes when <p = 2tr(2m + 1) (m: 
intege r). Furthermore it is eas il y shown that all the odd-order cumula nts, V2n+I 's, also vanis h 
for <p = 2tr(2m+ 1). The vani s hing of V1 exactly co rresponds to the resonance. lloweve r, even 
on resonance V2 does not vanish. Therefore on resonance V2 is the most relevant perturbation 
whereas away [rom resonance V1 is the most relevan t one. SunU11arizing these arguments , we 
find that for lwl ~ b.E the pinning potential is relevant when 17 < 1 (1/4) off (on) resonance. 
That is, at low temperatures (T ~ 6.<), elect rons cannot tunnel through the barri ers if 17 < 1 
(17 < 1/4) away from (j ust on) resonance. 

3 .3 .2 Conductance 

Now we calcu late the conductance G in powers of V0 as a fun ction of the temperature T 
and t he gate voltage V9 . 

According to the linear-response theory, the conductance is related to t he curre nt-c urrent 
corre la ti on functi on . Sin ce t he c urrent is in turn related toe by J = -(e/2tr)(dB/dt), the 
cond uctance can be obtained from the co rrelation fun ct ion of B: 

i ( e ) 
2 

G = --
13 

- lim wQR(w), 
2tr w-+0 

(3.23) 

where the retarded co rrelat ion function Qn(w) is defin ed by 

QR(w) = Q(wn) l , 
1Wn-w+J6 

_ _ _ _ j DiJ j DeiJ(w,. )iJ(-w,.) exp(-S,rr) 
Q(wn) = (B(wn)B( -wn)) - J _ J _ 

DB DB exp( -Se~r) 
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By using the relation 

the two-point co rrelati on function Q(wn) is calculated as 

2n~ 2rn 

XL :L e,eke;w.(r,-r, )z2m( {e, }, {s, }) 
J=lk=l 

x l+ L L L -- __ o dr,. 
{ 

00 1 ( \1, ) 2m fi 

m=l hl {•;} (2m) 1 27ra 1 · f dr2mZ2m( {e, }, {s, })} -l, 

(3.24) 

where e, = ±1, sk = ±1. The sununation over possible configurations of e,'s, L{e,}> is 
performed under the neutrality conclition , I:, e, = 0. As for L{,.] , there is no such restriction 

because e has a mass gap. The function Z2 m in Eq. (3.24) is given by 

( 

7r1J 1 + e-lw:.l/t>< 2m 2m , icp 2m 
Z2m( {e, }, {s, })= exp - 2,8 ~ lw;,l :;:; e,eke•w.(r,-r.)+-z j;s, 

- 11"1) L ( l w~ l + 21) u) -Iff s Ske;w~h-r•)) 
2,8 w~ 1- e-lw~ l/t>< 7r '=' k=l ' . 

From Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) we see thai Q(w,) and thus G are expanded in even powers 
of Vo as Q(wn) = Qo(w,) + Q2(wn) + ... and G = Go+ G2 + ... , where Q1n(w,) and G2n 
are proportional to V

0
2". The Oih order term of G is given by G0 = e21)/27r . The calc ulation 

of the higher-order terms is str aightforward but so co mplicated thai here we give only the 

results (see for details Appendix A.3): 

2 v, )2 (21JU )'' ( 7rT ) 2•r-2 G=~-a1 e 2 (~ -- - (1+coscp) 
271" a/1. 6 < /1. 

2 ( V0 )' (/1.)
2 (?rT)''•-2 

(7rT)''' [ (21JU )
2
" ]

2 
-b

1
e - - - - 1+ -- coscp + 

a /1. U /1. 6 < 1r/l. 
(3.25) 

for T « 6 < « U and 

(3.26) 

for 6 < « T « U, where a; and b; are dimensionless numbers of order L We note that these 
expressions contain only the most important contributions in each order of V0 • For example, 
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Figure 3.2: (a) Illus tration of possible configurations of the phase fi elds for T ~ U; t he 
das hed line is B = 27re V9/( ~t.E + 2U). (b) Schemati c of the ti ght-b inding model. 

we have not writ te n terms proport ional to V0
2T 2

" x T 2 in Eq . (3.25), which 111 ay domi nate 
the 4th-o rder term proport ional to V0

4T 4
'1-

2
; howeve r, such terms are ha rmless s ince 277 is 

pos iti ve , and thus we may neglect them . 
Just on resonance the second terms in Eqs. (3.25) and (3 .26) van ish (cos<p = -1). Since 

a t low temperat ures G-%; is proportional to T 2<•-l) away from resonance and to T 2
(

4
'1-J) 

on resonance, t he expansion is val id dow n to T = 0 if '7 > 1 a nd 17 > t, for respective 

cases. Otherwise, the above expansion is jus tified o nl y a bove the tempera ture T at which 
the te mperature-depende nt correction becomes compara bl e to t he firs t term e2 ry/27r . Below 
T t he conductance G will scale to zero as T-+ 0. 

3.4 Strong barrier potential 

Next we will conside r the st rong po tent ial limi t V0 ~ aA. T he elect ron t ransport in t hi s 
limit can be viewed as th e t unneling between minim a of the cosin e potenti a l. For simpli city 
we ass ume kp R = 0 (mod 27r) and - U - :f,; Ll. t :::; eV9 :::; 0. T hen the potential minima 

are (B, B) = (27rl, 21rm) wi t h I and m being in tegers (Fig. 3.2(a)). Since the ij fi eld has a 
mass gap, a t low te mperatures (T ~ 8~, (2U + ~t. E)) configuratio ns of the phase fi elds may 

be res tricted to the ful ed circles neighboring the das hed line, B = 27re V9/ ( ~ Ll. c + 2U) , in 
Fig. 3.2(a) . T hus the problem reduces to a 1D tight- binding model with a hopping mat rix 
element t and an off- resonance energy<:= eV9 + U + :f,;Ll.E (F ig. 3.2( b)). 

3-4.1 Scaling equations and phase diagram 

Scaling equa tions for lwl ~ Ll.c have been derived by K ane and Fisher [19]. Generali zing 
their arguments, we deri ve scaling equations for lwl ~ Ll. t as well as for lwl ~ Ll. t . In the 
following we ass ume knT ~ Ll. t . 

In t he limit where the ba rri er potentia l is very strong, the path integ ral can be evalu
ated wi t hin the dilute- ins tanton-gas approximation as in Sec. 2.'1. 1. We neglect width of 
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instantons and write e(r) and B(r) as 

2n 2Jl 

e(r) = 1f L e, G(r- r,), B(r) = 21r L s10(r- r1 ), (3.27) 
J=l J=J 

where 2n is the number of instantons, 0(x) is the step [unction , r,'s specify location of 
instantons (0:::; r 1 < r2 < · · · < r 2n:::; /3 ), e1 = 1 or -1, and s1 = (-1)1 L{e,) represents 
summation over all the possibl e configurations under t he neutrality condition I:, e1 = 0. 

In the dilute- ins tanton-gas approximation, the partition fun ction is expanded in powers 
of the tunneling matrix element t: 

(3.28) 

Since the propagators for e and e may be approximated as 

lw,.l { /::,.1' + tlw,.l, lw,.l «: t:,. , 

1-exp(-lwni/!::,.E)"' I I 
Wn 1 lwnl ~ f::l. t, 

lw,.l { ~lwnl, lw,.l «: t:,. , 

1+exp(-lwni/!::,.E)"' lwnl, I I Wn » /::,. E, 

we can write the partition function (3.28) as 

where rc is a short-distance cutoff (rc = 1/11.) and 

lrl » i; 
(3.30) 

The distance between instantons, r1+1 - r1 , is always assu med to be large r than rc. 
In this way the partition functi on of the double-barri er model is mapped to a classical 

1D Coulomb gas model. In this Coulomb gas model, particles (instantons) have two kind s 
of charge, e

1 
and s" and the strength of the Coulomb interact ion depends on distance 

between two particles (Eq. (3.30)). To derive scaling equati ons, we apply the real-space 
renormalization-group method of Anderson, Yuval, and Hamann [41]. 

It is obvious that £ is a relevant perturbation. When /3£ » 1, two particles at r = r21 _ 1 

and r
21 

are bound with each other because of the exponential factor, exp(-£L:1 (- 1)'r1 ). 

These closely bound particles can be regarded as a single object. Neglecting every pair of 
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77 
Figure 3.3: Off-resonance fl ow di agra m. T his diagram is eq ui valent to th at of t he tunneling 
of spin less ferrni ons t hrough a single barri er. 

part icles whose charges have diiTe rent sign, i.e., e21 _ 1 = - e21 , we can write the partit ion 
fun ction as 

(12)
2

" (2 ) z =I: I: - exp - I: e,ekf(-r, - 'Tk; 'Tc) , 
n {e,} € 1) J>k 

(3.31) 

where e, = t(e21 - 1 + e21 ) = ± 1 and L {<,) is the summa tion unde r the condition L:, e1 = 0. 
Equation (3. 31) is equal to the partition fun ction of th e single- barri er model di scussed in 
Chap. 2 with an eiTec ti ve tunn eling mat ri x element lo~r = t2 /e, whjch describes tunn eling 
through two ba rri ers via a virt ual state. T hus, the scaling eq uation for t.rr is read ily obtained 
as 

(3.32) 

where !J. is a reduced cutoiT and dl = - d!J./ IJ. · From Eq. (3. 32) we see th a t , away from 
resonance and a t low energy, the tunneling is relevant for 17 > 1 but irrelevant for 17 < 1. 
This is consistent with the result obtained in Sec. 3. 3.1. Thus we conclude tha t , when th e 
resonance is not achieved , the tunneling through a double barrier is esse nti all y the same as 
the t unneling through a single barri er. T he RG fl ows are shown in F ig. 3.3. 

We now conside r the on-resonance case where we ma.y se t e = 0. Scaling eq uat ions can 
be o btained by integ ra ting out pairs of an instanton and an anti-ins tanton (e1 = -e1+1) 

separa ted by a distance be tween 'Tc and 'Tc + d-rc · In thi s procedure we may discard close ly 
spaced instanton-ins tanton pai rs (e, = e1 +1 ), since introducing such pairs is energeti cally 
unfavo rable. Although the renormali zation-group method invented by And erson et a/. is a 
standard techn ique, the deriva tion of scalin g equations is described below for comple teness 
by extending Ka ne and Fisher 's argument (19 , 20]. 

At the star t ing point of the renormali zation 'Tc is equal to 1//1 . Since the proba bility tha t 
two or more successive close pairs appear is very small , we may write t he partition function 
as 
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where r1 < r' - 'Tc - drc < r" < r ' - rc < r' < r1+1 and },· is initi a ll y equal to 1 but 
will be renonnalized late r. In derivin g Eq. (3.33) we have used the fact that the pair we 
will integ rate out is com posed o f an insl;tnto n a nd an anli-instanlon (thus e' = - e" a nd 
s' = ( -1)1 = -s"). Since the d ensity of in tan tons and anli-inslanlons is thought to be very 
small , we m ay assume that if frm -r'f is much larger (sJll a.ller) than 1/Ll.E, then bot. h frm-nf 
a. JI(I frm - 'TI+Jf <u e a.lso much larger (sm a.ller) t ha.n 1/ Ll.E. Thus the inlegra.ti o n over r' a.nd 
r" ca.n be ca.lcula.led as follows: 

where qm is d efined by 

qm = { 2, 
1, 

Note lha.l there is no term involving e1em due to the s umma.lio n over e'. From Eqs . (3.33) 
a.nd (3.34), the renormalized partition func tion is obtained as 

ZT<+dT< = 2: 2: t2" jdr2n · · · jdr, ex p (__!__ 2:(e1 ek + 1< s1 sk)J( r1 -rk; rc) ) 
n (e,) 27) J>k 

X [1 + 2t2{3drc- 'it2il'rcd'Tc 2: Sis,J (rl- rm;rc) ] 
7J l>m 

-"-(I+K) 

;:::, e21'/ldT< 2: 2: t2n ( 'TC + drC ) ' 
n {e,} ic 

X j dr2, · · · jdr, exp ( -}- 2: [e1 ek + j( s1sk(1 - 8t
2rcdrc)] /( r1 - rk; 'Tc + drc) ) , 

'7 J>k 

(3.35) 

where we have used the relation L 1>k e1ek = L 1>k s1sk = -n. T his renormalized partition 
function has the same functional form as the original one. Hence we gel scaling equations 

for climensionless quantities, [=ire a.nd K : 

d[ ( 1 + j{) -
d lnrc = 1 -~ t, (3.36) 

dJ( = -8£2K. 
d in 'Tc 

(3.37) 

These a.re the recursion relations for 'Tc ~ 1/ Ll.E. The renormalizalion of J( occurs because iJ 
is restricted to 0 and -211', i. e ., the sign of s1 must alternate . On the other hand , the charge 
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Figure 3.4: On-resona nce fl ow diagra m . T he RG fl ows near J( = 217- 1 are for 1"c «: 1/ 6.£, 
a nd t he fl ows near J( = 4ry- 1 a re [or rc ~ 1/ b.E. 

e
1 

correspo nd ing Lo ii can cha nge fr ee ly as lo ng as t he neut rali ty cond ition is sat isfi ed. T hi s 
is why e1 's are not renormali zed. 

We now t urn Lo t he scaling eq uati ons [or rc ~ 1/ 6. £. T he deri vation p roceeds almos t 
in the same way up Lo integrating ove r r' a nd r" (Eq. (3 .34)). However, for rc ~ 1/ 6.£ 
the funct ion f reads f( r; rc) = ln (lr l/rc) · Acco rdjngly, in place of Eq. (3 .35), the pa rt it ion 
function becomes 

T herefore t he scaling equations are obtained as 

- - - 1--- t dt ( 1+K ) -
d ln rc - 4ry ' 

(3.38) 

d f( -2 • 
-d~-=-8t ]\. 

11 Tc 
(3 .39) 

Th e scalin g equ ation for ]( is un changed. 
The scaling equa tions (3.36)- (3 .39) are integ ra ted Lo give 

8ry[2- }( + (217- 1) In]( = consl. 

for 1"c «: 1/ 6.£, a nd 
16ry[2- J( + ('1'7- 1) In J( = consl. 

for 1"c ~ 1/6.£. Hence we a rri ve a t a fl ow d iag ram shown in Fig. 3.4. In this fi g ure we draw 
fl ows for both 1"c «: 1/ 6.£ and for rc ~ 1/ 6.£. T hese fl ows should connect smoothly around 
rc ~ 1/ 6. £, though in F ig. 3.4 the RG fl ows are drawn as they intersect . AL th e s t arling point 
of the scaling (rc = 1/ A) , t is very small and}( equal s 1. Under the RG tra nsforma tion both 
i a nd ]( change along scaling fl ows. For '7 > t it is clear tha t i grows large, so the resonant 
tunneling is enhanced at small energy scale. We deduce that thi s growin g H.G fl ows join 
to the flows in the weak-polentiallirnil di sc ussed in Sec. 3.2.1. Thus a l zero t emperature 
spinless ferrnjons will transmit perfect ly on resonance regardless of the strength of the tunn el 
barrie rs . Fo r '7 < t, on the o the r ha nd , we see tha t [ fl ows to zero, which is also consis tent 
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Figure 3.5: Ze ro-temperature phase diagram for spinless fer mions. 

with the fl ows in the weak- barrier limit. T herefore in thi s case the tunneling is completely 
blocked at zero temperature. lf t < 1'/ < 1, t hen the start ing point ]( = 1 lies in between 
217 - 1 and 417- 1, and thus under t he RG transformation {fi rst decreases , then turns to 
increase, and eventually grows very large. From this we conclude t hat for 1'] > t [ is re levant 
at low energy scales, and fermi ons can tunnel through barriers fr eely. 

The above a rgument ass umes that the initial value of { is much small er t ha n unity. As 
we increase this ini tial value, however, a separatrix is crossed above which the RG fl ows go 
to large T This was pointed out by I<ane and Fisher [1 9], who concluded that for t < 17 < t 
there is a Kos terli tz-T houless phase transition between the per fec t transmission and the 
perfect re fl ection t hroug h the double barrier. 

Combining the off- resonance (Fig . 3.3) and the on-resonance flow diagram (Fig. 3A), we 
arrive at the following schematic phase diagram at T = 0 (Fig. 3.5), which was first proposed 
by I< ane and Fisher [19]. T here are three phases A, B, and C separated by two lines 1'] = 1 and 
1'/ = ry*(V0 ), where 1]'(V0 ) continuously changes from 1((0 ) =~to 1((oo) = ~· ln the A phase 
(ry > 1) the barrier potentials a re irrelevant perturbat ions, and the conductance at T = 0 is 

always ~ i rrespective to V9 . In th is phase t he pe rtu rbative calculation in powers o f V0 faA 
wo rks well . ln the C phase (0 < 1'] < 17"), on the o ther hand, the potentials a re rel evant 
and the conductance is always ze ro at T = 0. Las tly, in the B phase (17" < 17 < 1), t he 

conductance at T = 0 is ~ precisely on resonance and zero otherwise . T he noninterac ting 
Fermi liquid locates on the phase bou ndary between A and B so tha t th e conductance is 
exac tl y e2 /27r on resonance but takes a fini te value in between e2 /27r and 0 off resonance. 
This agrees with t he result of the s tand ard Landauer approach explained briefl y in Sec. 3. J. 

3.4.2 Conductance 

ln this sect ion we calculate the cond uctance as a fun ctio n of T and E. In trod ucing a 
heat bath consisting of harmonic oscill ators linearl y coupled with the phases e and iJ, we can 
const ruct an eq ui valent model to Eq. (3.13) as Calde ira and Legget t did in the t heory of the 
macroscopic quantum tunneling [22] . T he effective Hamiltonian for this equiva lent model is 

given by 
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(3.40) 

with spectral functions , 

- 7r .\2 w [ 1 
00 l J(w) = L --0 -S(w- 0 0 ) =- - + 1rf;f L S(w- ?rl;E(2n- 1)) , 

0 2M 0 0 0 7r7) 2 n=l 

(341) 

- 7r~2 w [1 
00 l J(w) =I: __ fl_S(w- wp) = - - + 1rf; E I: 5(w- 27rnC,E) . 

fJ 2mpWfJ 47r7) 2 n=l 

(342) 

The equi valence is demonstrated in Appendix AA. 
The t unneling cond uctance G is calc ul ated from the probabi li ties of the second-order 

hopping (tunneling) process between i site and f site. T he transition probabili ty from i site 
to f site via m site and that for the reve rse process are given by 

Note that these two probabilities are related with each other by the detailed balance relation: 
P(j--. m--. i) = e-fl<V P( i--> m--+ f). The life-time effect of the intermed iate state m is 
taken into account by inserting the finite imagin ary number if in t he denominator; f is the 
width of a resonance level formed in between t.wo barriers and is calc ulated as the escape 
rate from the m site to the i site or f site: 

(3.43) 

where B(a, b) is the beta functi on. Note that if we set 17 = I and A= 1rW forT~ c, ,, Eq. 
(3.43) reproduces the level width for the noninteract ing case (Eq. (3. 10) ). 

The conductance G is calculated from the d ifference between P(-i--+ m--+ f) and P(!--> 
m--> i): 

where (Q); = Tr Qe-fl11 ·/Tre-flH;. The three Hamiltonians H; , Hm, and H1 are those 
for the harmonic oscillators with shifted origins: H; = H(O , 0) , Hm = H(1r, -27r), and 
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0 1 TIT 

Fig ure 3.6: Asymptot ic form of G. T he RG flows fo r t < 17 < 1 a nd T «:: !:.E are also 
depicted . In the s haded reg ion (T < r and o < r) t he expansion in powers of t fai ls. 

H1 = H (211', 0). After some manip ulations Eq . (3 .44) can be t ra nsformed to 

G-- dE 
2

" 
2

' 
e2(3 j oo r2 I r (..L + ;llli) I' 

- 81r -oo (E- o)2 + f2 r (f,;) ' 
(3.45) 

where r(x) is the gamm a function . T he derivation of Eqs . (3.43) and (3 .45) is desc ri bed 
in Appendix A.5. Note t hat for t he nonin teract ing case (1J = 1) Eq. (3.45) reproduces the 
correct res ul t, Eq . (3. 11 ), for any tem perature. For ge neral inte rac ting sys tems (L uttinger 
liquids), howeve r, Eq. (3.45) can be justified onl y when T ~ e, r or e ~ T, r. In other 
wo rds, Eq. (3.45) is valid as long as t he cond uctance is much sm al ler t h an e217/21r. 

W hen t he tem pe rature T is much higher tha n e and r , Eq . (3.45) is ap proxima ted as 

2 l r (..L+i~)l' c""' :_(Jr 2,, 2• 
s r(..L) ' 

2'1 

(3.46) 

which is p roportional t o e2 ((3e)~-2 e-~'(3l' for {3o ~ 1. In t his case the tunneling can be 
thought of as a th ermall y ac ti vated sequenti a l tunneling via a real tr ansition to t he inter
media te state m. In t he other case where e is much large r th an T a nd r , Eq. (3.45) is 

a pproxima ted as r2 
0::::: e22· 

f: 
(3.47) 

This conductance o riginates from a tunneling via a virtu aJ t ra nsition to th e intermedi at e 
state. F ig ure 3.6 s ummari zes Eqs. (3.46 ) a nd (3.47). Also shown a re the RG fl ows fo r 
~ < 17 < 1 and T «:: 6<. In the shaded region t he perturba ti on ex pa nsion in powers of t 
fail s, a nd we should ra th er take V0 /a!l. as a smal l expa nsion parameter. 

The line shape of the resona nce peaks, i.e ., o d ependence of G, is now ready for di scus
sion for T ~ r , which is mos t relevant to experiments. In this t emperat ure ra nge the o 
dependence is given by Eq. (3.46) fo r e :S T and by Eq. (3.47) for e ~ T (fa r away [rom 
reson a nce) . We plo t Jr (f,; + i~) / l'( f,;W in Fig. 3.7. We can see [rom this figure that [or 
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Figure 3.7: The line shape of the conductance G for T :::P f: lr(f,; + i~)/f(f,;)l' as a 

function of c. For 1J = 1 it is equal to -~J'(c) = sech 2 ~. 

T ;;p f the line shape is very similar to that for the noninte racting Fermi liquid, - J'(c), 
when the temperature in f(c) is properly adjusted. Therefore the temperature obtained 
from the expe rimental data by applying the noninteracting electron formula (3.11) is higher 
(lower) than the true temperature when the interaction is repulsive (attractive). T he line 
shape in the low-temperature regime (T «: f) will be briefl y discussed late r. 

The T dependence of t he resonance peak height or width, on the other hand, is quite 
different from the Fenni liquid due to the renormalization of f. Jn contrast to the nonin
teracting case ( 1J = 1 and U = 0) , r in Eq. (3.43) in general depends on T. Note that the 
interaction is taken into account through U as well as 7) different Crom 1. From Eq. (3.43) 

both r and f /T depend on T and behave as f ~ T~- 1 , f /T ~ T~-2 for T ;;p 6 <, a nd 

r ~ T~- 1 , r /T ~ T~-2 forT«: 6 <. W hen 1J < ~, both r and f/T monotonically decrease 
as T is lowered. When ~ < 1J < 1, l' keeps dec reasing while f /T decreases for T 2:: c,. , 
but turns to increase below 6 <. W hen 1 < 17 < 2, r decreases for T 2:: 6 £ and turns to 
increase below 6 £ while r /T increases monotonically with decreasing temperature. When 
1J > 2, both f and r /T always increase . T hus, r or f/T is a non monotonic fun ction of T 
for ~ < 1J < 2. For T ::; r the temperature dependence of f is directly observable as the 
width of the resonance peak, while forT 2:: r it is reflected not in the width ~ T, but in the 
peak hei ght ~ e2 f/T. For moderate repulsive interact ion(~ < rJ < 1), which we consider 
to be the most relevant case to experiments, the typical T depend ence of the cond uctance 
line shape is summarized in Fig. 3.8. S ta rting with the temperature T(> r and > 6 t ), as 
the temperature is lowered, we find that the peak height and the width decrease first as 
T~-2 and T, respectively. Aro und T :::: 6e, however , the peak height has a 1ninimum and 

turns to increase as T~-2 below 6 f, while the width continues to dec rease as T. When the 
temperature is lowered furth er to some temperature T"( < 6 £), r will become comparable 
with T, i.e., the peak height ~ e2 Below this temperature T", the peak height saturates 
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Figure 3.8: T he temperature dependence of the height and the width of the conductance 
peak for ~ < '7 < 1. T he peak height has a minimum around T"' i'J.E. T he width eventually 
vanishes as T -+ 0. 

toward e2 ry/21f while the width dec reases as T~-l 
Now we comment on the low-temperature line shape of t he conductance resonan ces in 

the B phase. At low temperat ure and just on resonance the pertur bative treatment with 
respect to V0 jaA is valid , and the peak value of the cond uctance is given by Eq. (3.26) wit h 
cos cp = - 1; G;:,: e2ry/21f. Far away from resonance, on the other hand , the perlurba ti ve 
calculation in powers of t becomes appropriate, and the conductance is obtained from Eq. 
(3.45) as G;:,: e2 f 2 /o2 It is not easy to calc ula te th e conductance for the intermed iate regime 
between the two li mits (just on resonance and far away from resonance), s ince one must sum 
up al l t he contributions from the higher-o rder tunneling processes. Ve ry recently Kane a nd 

Fisher [19] have argued by using the renormalization group that G"' e2 ( co/T1 -"r~ in thi s 
regime , where c i a dimensionful const ant. T herefore one can expect that as o is increased , 

the conductance decreases, &om the maximum value of order e2 ry/21f, first as o-~ and t hen 
as o-2 T hus t here must be a. characteris ti c crossover energy aro und which t he exponent 
changes from-~ to -2. In our theory t h.is energy scale is implicitly assumed to be of order 
r. 

Finally we briefiy comment on the validity of the resul ts obtai ned in thi s section. In 
calcu lating G we have correc tl y taken into accou nt the renorrnali zation of r but neglec ted 
that of K. Since dK/dl is proportional to 12 (3.37), our method is equivalent to the H.G 
analysis in the lowest order of t. 

3 .5 Asymmetric Barriers 

Up to now we have discussed the tunneling t hrough a symmetri c double-barrier s truc
ture. In this sec ti on we briefi y discuss the effect of asymmetry of barrier structures. ln 
asymmetric struct ures (JVL[ =F JVRI) , the true resonance cannot be achieved. This is most 
easily seen in t he weak potential limit . In this limit , the fir st-o rder cumula.nt, V~o of the 
double-barrier potential is proportional to (VL + VR) cos i9 cos~+ ( VL- VR) sin i9 sin ~. wh.ich 
cannot vanish for any cp unless JVL[ = JVRI· As the temperature is lowe red, V1 becomes la rger 
for repulsive electron-electron interactions. Therefore the low- temperature behavior of th e 
system is desc ribed more appropriately in the opposite limit of s trong barrier potential. ln 
this limit also, it is impossible to reach the t rue resona nce. T his can be shown by using seal-
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Figure 3.9: Line shape of a conductance peak a t zero tempera tu re. In t he A (C) phase t he 
cond ucta nce is e2 7)/2tr (D) regardless of the gate voltage or e. In ihe B phase t he conductance 
is e2ry/2tr just on resonance (t: = 0) but 0 otherwise. Thus the lin e width is ze ro. 

ing eq ua tions for t unneling 1nai ri x elements t hro ugh the left and ihe right bar rie r, t1 and t, 
which can be deri ved by exte nd ing the real-space rcnormali zaiion gro up method expl ai ned 
in Sec . 3.4.1 (20]. T he calcul ation is a natural extension of wh at is give n in Sec. 3.4.1 , so we 
do not repeat it here. It is shown tha i a t leas t one of t1 and t , is scaled to ze ro if 7) < 1, 
and th at both of them are scaled to large if 7) > 1. T herefore ihe zero- temperature ph ase 
di ag ram of the asymmetri c case is the same as tha i of t he off-resonance phase di agram of 
the symmetri c case (F ig. 3.3) . 

For sufficiently small t1 and t, a perturbati ve calcul a tion of the conductance may be 
possible. By extending ihe argument in Sec. 3.4.2, for T«: 6 £ the conductance is calculated 
as 

c - fJe2 j dE r,r, 2.1 + I h 

l
r( ' ·f!.!i) l' 

- s;- (E - t:)2 + i(r, + r,)2 r( f,;) ' 
(3.48) 

where r ,(l) is the t unneling rate th ro ugh the ri ght (l eft ) tunnel barrier, 

(3.49) 

Equ at ion (3.48) re ali zes an extension of Eq. (3.1 2) to Luttinge r liquids. Note, however, that 
this result is not always correct near ze ro temperature. 

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter we have studied the resonant tunn elin g through a double- barrier structure 
in a lD interact ing spinless fermion sys tem. We summarize our findings below. 

• The effecti ve action fo r phase fi elds iJ and B is obta ined. iJ always suffers di ssipa tion, 
whi le e has a mass ga p. 

• At zero temperature the sys tem is classified into three ph ases (Fig . 3.5) depending 
on 7) and V0 . T he phase boundary between the B and C phases is dependent on the 
strength o f the barriers, while the boundary between the A and B phases is not. This 
is because B is subject to the di ss ipa tion only when the barrier s trength V0 / 01. is much 
la rge r th an the cutoff A. The zero-tempera ture line sh ape of a conductance peak is 
quite diffe rent in each phase as shown in Fig. 3. 9. 
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• The cond uctance is calcu lated perturbatively in both lim.i ts of weak barr iers and strong 
barriers (weak lin ks). At low ten1peraiures t he conductance shows a nomalous power
law depe nde nce on te mperatu re. li is shown that, when t he charging energy U is 
incl uded, the temperatu re depende nce changes arou nd T:::;; 6. £. li is also fo und t hai, 
t hough for T <K f t he line shape of t he conductance peaks is q ui te strange (F ig. 3.9), 
for T ~ f the lin e shape (t: d ependence) in Lu t tinger liquids is ve ry simil ar to t hat 
in t he noninieract in g sys tem. li is the T dep endence of t he peak height or width 
t hai is dra mat icall y cha nged by t he in teract ion, a nd the nonmonoioni c tempe rat ure 
depe nde nce of th e peak height is predi cted for t he moderate repulsive in teraction. 

Fin al ly, we brie fi y comment on recent experiments on resona nt t unneling [2, 36]. Kast ner 
et a/. measured cond uctance of a na rrow wire pa.iie rned by using electron beam li t hogra
phy in a two-d imensional electron gas of GaAs/ AIGa.As hete rost ruct ure [2, 36]. T he wire 
(length:::;; 3J.Lm, nominal wid t h:::;; 0 .5J.Lm ) was a rgued to be one d.imensional, i.e., onl y a s ingle 
subband was occupied . T hey observed pe riod ic osc iU ations of t he cond uctance of a. double 
constrict io n formed in the wi re wi t h changing a gate voltage . T he line shape of resona nce 
peaks could be fi tted ve ry well by t he d eri vati ve of the Ferm.i d istr ibu t ion fun ct ion , a nd t he 
peak height grew roughl y as 1/T when t he temperature was dec reased . T hese experimental 
resul ts can be understood s uccess fu ll y by the Coulomb-blockade t heo ry developed by Meir , 
Wingreen, and Lee [38] a nd , independently, Beenakker [39]. T hai is, the experiments can be 
und erstood from the Fe rm.i-liq uid pict ure, not from the Luiiinge r-liquid pict ure. As shown 
in t he preced ing sec tion t he mos t peculiar feat ure of the resona nt tunneling in Luiiinge r 

liquids is t hat the line width vani shes as r ex: T~- 1 for repulsive interaction . T hi s behavior 
is expected to be seen onl y below the temperature T * at which T = r . T he experiment was 
p robably performed in t he tem perat ure range much higher t han T ", a nd hence they observed 
t he line shape of t he Ferm.i-liq u.i d type . 



Chapter 4 

Anderson Localization 

4 .1 Introductio n 

In t he preceding chapters we have discussed the tunneling through o ne or two tunnel 
barriers . The next step that o ne may naturally expect is to st ud y the tunneling through 
three barriers. We, however, go far ahead and consider the case where there are infinite 
barrie rs (impurities). The aim of thi s chapter is then to inves tigate the elec tronic transpo rt 
in a dirty 1D system, i. e., the Anderson localization [42]. 

In fact, the Anderson localizatio n in 1D interacting systems is an old problem and has 
already bee n discussed in many articles as we reviewed in Sec. 1.3. C hui and Bray [13] 
and Ape! and Rice [14] pointed out that a phase transition between insulating and conduct
ing states occurs a t zero temperature when the s trength of electron-elect ron interaction is 
changed . Suzumura a nd Fu kuya.ma [15] used the phase Hamiltonian and, to determine the 
phase boundary, they made use of an analogy between the pinning of charge-density wave 
(C DW) [28] and the pinning of phase fields. Gia.marcru and Schultz [1 6] then discussed 
the ph ase transition extensively by using the RG calculation. T hese studies show that the 
interaction-induced Anderson transition occurs at l)p + '7• = 3 in the limit where the im
purity potential is very weak. It is also shown that in the locali zed phase the temperature 
dependence of the resistivity changes around some temperatme 71oc below which the phase 
fi elds are pinned. 

Our analys is given in Chap. 2 shows that for the sin gle-barrier case the phase transition 
occurs at !)p + 1Ju = 2 in the weak-potential limit. Clearly, this phase boundary differs from 
that of the Anderson localization, l)p + 1). = 3. Then we ask a ques tion: W hy are these two 
bounda ri es different , and how do these two results reconcil e with each other? 

In most of the previous st udies on the And erson local ization , it is ass umed that the 
average spacing R between neighboring impurities is much shorter than a cha racte ri stic 
length scale of dis tortion of the phase fi elds by impurity potential. Th at is, these s turli es 
are based on the weak-pinning picture, if we use the analogy to the CDW pinn ing. On the 
contrary, o ur single-barrier problem is in the strong-pinning limit. We will see below tha t our 
strong- pinning picture holds true at high temperatures but gives way to t he weak-pinning 
picture at low temperatures, and that this c rossover occurs around T = Tdi• = v/k8 R , 
where v is the Fermi velocity. Above Tdis t he impurity potentials act as t he assembly of 
independent barr iers and the OD results are appl icable. Below 7"d;, t he rec ursion formulas for 
RG fl ows change to those rliscussed in Ref. [16] . This c rossover, which manifes ts itself in the 
nonmonoton.ic temperature dependence of the resisti vity, is desc ribed in a unified fashion. 
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4.2 Effective action 

Suppose that N impurities are distributed d ilutely at x = x1 (j = 1, 2, ... , N) with 
average interval R. Then t he part itio n fun ction of t he sys tem is given by 

Zo = j De j D ¢exp(-t dr[L0 (r) + L'(r)]), (4.1) 

where L0 is the pure Lagrangian (2.2) and L' is give n by 

211 
L' =- L __2_ cos[e(x1 , r) + 2kFx1 ] cos[¢(x,, r)]. 

x, ?Ta 
(4.2) 

In the same way as in Chap. 2, we introd uce the phase fields at impuri ty sites, e1 ( r) and 
¢

1
(r) , and auxi liary fields, )q1 (r) and .\ 21 (r), and then integ rate out e(x, r) and ¢(x, r). T he 

result is 

(4 .3) 

where we have used the relation 

j
oo dq e-•qx 1 

2 2 + 2 2 = _2_1_1 exp(-lw.,xl/v). 
- oo 7r Wn V q V Wn 

(4.4) 

Ass uming that the randomness of impurity distribution affects the electronic transport 
mainly through the random distribution of the phase 2kFx1 , we now approximate the x, 's in 
exp[-lwn(x,- xk)lfvp(u)] by x1 = jR (j = 1, 2, ... , N) while keeping 2krx1 to be a ra ndom 
vari able. T lus is a crucial approximation. 

We introd uce the Fouri er transforms, 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

where q belongs to the first Brillouin zone ( -1rj R S: q S: 1rj R). Substituting Eqs. (4.5) a nd 
(4 .6) into Eq. (4 .3) and integrating out .\1(q,w.,) and .\2(q, w.,), we get the effective Euclidean 
action for e(q, w.,) and ¢(q, w.,) as 
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(4.7) 

with 

r ( ) lw,.l l-2 exp(-lllw, l/v, )cosqR+exp(-21llu.·,.l/v,) 
1 1 q,w, = 21rry

1 
l- ex p(-2Ri w, l/v

1
) 

(!=p,a). (1.8) 

Th is is the cent r<J result of thi s chapter. It is easil y seen th at the kernel K 1 (q , w,) is 
approxi mated as 

(4.9) 

4.3 Implications to transport properties 

Now we assume that vP and v. are of the same order of magnitude (~ v). Then v/ R 
is the discretization energy within the interval be tween two neighboring impurities. For 
lw,l ;:p v/ R the correlations between the different impurities are unimportant , and the 
effective ac tion is just the sum of the action in Eq. (2.7) with respect to the impurity sites 
with a tri vial modification , V0 cosll0 (-r) cos¢0(-r)--> \~ cos[ll,(-r) + 2kFxJcos ¢, (-r) . On the 
other hand , if lwnl ~ v/R , the correlation between the impurity sites must be properly 
treated. T he effective action desc ribing the long- wavelength (lql < 1rj R) and low-frequency 
(lw,l < v/ R) phenomena is obtained by integrating out the high frequency (lw,l > v/ R) 
components by the RG method for the single-impurity problem discus eel above. When the 
impurity potential V, is weak enough, it is renormalized to ii, = V, (ll/a)1-}<••,+••· ) with a 
being the lattice spacing. T h.is ii, exists at eve ry site j in this coarse grai ned system, and we 
can now apply the previous analysis [14, 15, 16] ass uming a random potential expressed as 
a continuous fun ction of x. That is, for small q and wn the effect ive action (4.7) reduces to 

s.rr = ~ ~ ~ (Kp(q,w,) IB(q, w,W + K.( q, wn) l¢ (q,wnW) 

-
2

V, [ ll drcos[B,(r) + 2kFx, ]cos[¢,(r)] 
1ra Jo 

= j d-r j dx(-
1
-[(oTB(x, -r)) 2 + v;(axB(x,-r)) 2

] 
4 1rVp1)p 

where n; is the impurity density. 

1 
+--[(8T¢(x,-r))2 + v; (oz¢(x,-r) )2

] 
4 1rV0 1)0 

-
2

n, V cos[B(x, r) + 2kFx] cos[¢ (x, -r)J) , 
1r0' 

(4.10) 

T hus we can expect to see a crossover from the s ingle-impurity behavior to the dense
impurity behavior, when the relevant energy scale or, eq uivalently, the temperature is varied 
across Tdi• = v/ka R. We note that this crossover temperature Tdi• is higher than T1oc because 
the localization length L1oc is always longer than R. It may be ins tructive to show th at thi s 
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H.G proced ure is compatible with the previous theories on the locali zation length . According 
to the weak-pinning a.na.lys is [15], t he localization length is give n by 

(4. JJ ) 

where 7J = !)p + l)u, n , = l / R, and a is the short-distance cuto ff. By integrating out 
the high-freq uency modes jw,j > vjR , the potenti al is renormali zed to V1 = V0 (Rja) 1-b. 
Substit uting V, for V0 a nd R for a in Eq. (4.11), we gel 

[V0 (R)t-hl-~ _ (R)-~ (V0 )-,?., Lr0 , ~ R - - - R - - 1 v a a v 
(4. 12) 

which is exact ly t he same as Eq. (4.11) with a = a. In this way our H.G procedure matches 
the prev ious resul t. 

Now we discuss the res istivity p(T) of 1D Lutlinger liquids with many impurities. Sup
pose tha t the im purity density is so low tha t around T:::::: v/ R the phonon scattering is a lmost 
negli gible. T hen, without elec tron-electron interactions, p(T) would be eq ual to residual re
sistivi ty, mjne2r :::::: l/e2R (r :::::: R/v ), for all T less than vjR . In Luttinger liquids t he 
interaction effec t will manifest itself in the resistivity at T :'0: v/ R in the following way. T he 
resistivity is related to the conductance by p(T) ~ (LGp( 1 where Lis some characteristic 
length scale. L is estimated as R for T > Td;, Vp /T for 1]0 , < T < Td;, and Lr0 , for 
T < 1]0 , . For T < Td;, G;1 is proportiona l to V(T) 2 with V( T) being the renorma li zed 
potenti al strength down to the energy scale of the order of ksT. As a particular example, 
suppose that interaction parameters lie in the range 2 < 7]p + 7Ju < 3. At hi gh temperature 
T > Td;, both charge and spin phase fi elds a re not pi nned, a nd the res istivity p(T) is pro
portional to the inve rse of th e conductance of a single impurity. As discussed by Fisher and 
Zwerger [25], when l)p + 7Ju > 2, the res isti vity is nonmonotonic as a fun ct ion of the tem
perature, showing a maximum at some temperature T •1 In the high temperature limi t, it 
approaches Poo = (Re 2rypj1r)- 1 , which is jus t the residual resistivity. Below T· t he res ist ivity 
decreases again toward p00 with decreasing temperat ure. When the temperature is furthe r 
red uced below Td;, the res is tivity changes to dec rease to ze ro as p(T) ex T'1'+'1·-2 and then 
tu rns to increase around 710 , as p(T) ex T'1,+'1·-3

, as the phase fi elds begin to be pinn ed 
[16]. T hus the tempera ture dependence of t he resis ti vity has a fa irly complicated st ructure 
with two crossover temperatures, 1]0 , a nd Td;, and thi s scenar io may be checked experi
mental ly by changing the concentration of the impurities, i.e., R- 1 Schematic temperature 
dependence of the res istivity for general cases is shown in Fig. 4. 1. 

1 For T > vf R the resistivity is proportional to the resistance of a single impurity potential. As shown in 
Chap. 2, the single-barrier case can be mapped to the problem of a quantum Brownian motion of a particle 
in a cos ine potential. Fisher and Zwerger showed that the mobility o f the part icle has a nonmonotonic 
temperatu re dependence with a minimum at T ~ T•. ForT <t.: y • th e transport can be viewed as thermally 
res ist ed quant um tunneling between adjacent min ima in the potential. ForT ~ r · , on the ot her han d, 
the transport is mainly due to thermally assisted hopping over the barrier. They est imated the crosover 
temperature as r· ~ cfmq't, where m is the mass of the particle, 9o is a period of the cosin e potential, 
and c is a constant of order 1 that depends on the frict ion. In our problem, m ~ 1/A and Qo ,..,_, 'lr 1 thereby 
T• ~ A/1 0. Thus, in many cases the crossover temperature is so hi gh that the main con tributi on to the 
resistivity comes from th e scattering by phonons; the resistance maximum at T ~ T• will not be seen in 
such a case. Howeve r, if the electron density is sufficiently low, then r • may become low enough to make 
the resistance maximum be present. 
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Figure 4.1: T he schemati c temperature dependence of the resistivity. In the high temperatu re 
limi t it approaches P= = (Re2ryp/1f)- 1 . For 1)p + 1Ju < 3, it has a maximum a t some tempe r
ature T *( > Td;, ). Below Td;, p(T) ex T ''' +'J•- 2 for '1loc < T < Td;, and p(T ) ex T"'+,.-J fo r 

T < '1loc · The locali zation length is infinity for 1)p + 1Ju > 3. 

4.4 Summary 

In t hi s chapte r we have di scussed the elect ronic tra nsport in a lD in teracting elec tron 
system with many imp uriti es . We have deri ved an effect ive action for t he phase fi elds a t 
the impuri ty sites , with which we can disc uss a crossover from the strong- pinning (dilut e
impuri ty) limi t to t he weak-pinning (dense-impurity) limit . T his crossover has been disre
garded in the previous studies on the Anderson transition because they a re based on the 
collec ti ve-pinning picture and concerned with the low- tempera ture limit onl y. The theory 
also p redicts a non-t ri vial temperature depe ndence of the resisti vity. 
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Chapter 5 

Concluding Remarks 

5.1 Conclusions 

Here we summari ze the res ults obtained in t lus thesis. 
We have d iscussed the tunneling through barriers for t hree models of l D in teracti ng 

elec tron sys tems (Luttinge r liquids) by using the bosonization met hod. In tegrat ing out 
phase fi elds away from the barri ers, we have obtained effec ti ve act ions for the phase fi elds 
on t he barrier sites . T hese ac tions commonly contain the di ss ipation term. T his di ssipation 
arises from the low-lying collec ti ve excitations in the Luttinger liquids, which is reminiscent 
of the so-cal led Fermi-s urface effect on the diffusion of heavy part icles in a metal [43] . In fact , 
mathematics in our tunneling theory is very sinu lar t o t hat in the Kondo effec t [26 , 41 , 44] , 
the X- ray abso rption problem [45] , and, in particul a r, the macroscopic quant um coherence 
[23, 24, 25]. 

In t he single-barrier case, the zero- temperat ure phase d iag ram is found to be separated 
into four regions (Figs . 2.1 and 2.3) . T hese regions a re classified in te rms of ze ro-tempera ture 
values of t he charge conductance GP and t he spin conductance Gu· An interesting obse rvation 
is that there are regions in which onl y one of the charge and spin phase fi elds is pinned by t he 
barrier potential. This is a manifes tation of the spin-charge separa tion in the Luttinge r liquid. 
In cont rast to t he spin.less model st udied by Kane and Fisher [17], the phase boundaries 
are in general dependent on the s trength of the barri er. The conductances GP and Gu 
are calculated perturbati vely in powers of the barrier st rength and of the t unneling matrix 
element; a power-law dependence on the temperature is found. 

We have t hen examin ed the resona nt tunneling of spinless fermions through a double
barri er structure. In the effec ti ve action , B is massless and subject to the di ss ipa tion while fj 
is massive . This mass gap comes from th e d iscre teness of energy levels in the region between 
two ba rri ers. T he ze ro- temperat ure phase di agram is cl ass iftcd into three regions in terms of 
the line shape of resona nce peaks (Fig. 3.5). It is found th a t the well-known Lorentzian line 
shape is characte ri sti c of the noninterac ting case, in which the ba rrier potential is always 
a marginal p erturbation except on resonance. We have introduced a charging-energy te rm 
and explored the temperature dependence of th e resonance peaks both a bove a nd be low 
T = t3. cfk8 . In parti cul ar, for weakly repulsive interactions the peak height of conductance 
resonances is shown to be a nonmonoton.i c fun ction of the temperature. Moreover, the t: 

dependence of the conductance is explicitly calcul a ted for T :» f , and th e line shape is 
found t o be simil ar to the deriva ti ve of the Fermi dis tribu tion functi on. 

T he Anderson locali zation is discussed with reference to the single- barrier resul t. We have 
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shown that corre lat ion between the phase fi elds on neighboring irnpurily sites is negligible for 
high energy (lwl ~ v/ R) but is of crucial importa nce for low energy (lwl ~ v/ R). Accord
ingly, the resistivity shows complex lernperalure dependence (Fig. 4.1); th e T dependence 
changes apprec iably arou nd T = Td;, and '11oc · 

5.2 Related problems 

Listed below a re soure of possible extensions and topics closely related to t he present 
work. 

• In calcu.laling conductance we ass umed that elec trostati c potential or chemical poten
tial is constant in the leads, wh ich allowed us to write the action in terms of the phase 
fields on the barrier sites only. This is an approximation whose validity is not clarified 
completely, though we could obtain reasonable results with the method. In principle , 
the distribution of the elect ri c fi eld in the leads must be dete rmined se lf-consiste ntl y. 
T his is a difficult and fund amenta l problem, a nd furth er study is clearly needed . 

• We have examined one-dimensional Luttinger liquids as a model for very na rrow, single
channel quantum wires. Another sys tem that is considered as a Lullinger liquid is an 
edge st ale in a fractional quantum Hall system. In fact , it is argued (46, 47)that edge 
stales are chiral Luttinger liquids. Thus it seems promising to study the tunneling 
between edge stales with the bosonizalion method. l<inarel et a/. (48) studied this 
problem by computing numerically the overlap integral for finit e systems, and found 
that th e tunneling is suppressed by electronic correlations. 

• One-dimensional spin- t Heisenberg antiferromagnelic cha ins with some defects a re 
equivalent to the models discussed in thi s thesis. Eggert and Affi eck (49) have studied 
such spin chains using the conformal fi eld theory. 

• In Chap. 3 we have stud ied the tunneling of spinless fer rnions through a double barrier. 
If these ferrnions had spin , then the Kondo effect would occ ur. The l(ondo effect in the 
resonant tunneling has already been studied for the normal Fermi liquid (50, 51, 52]. 
The same e ffect in a Lullinger liquid is also studied by I<ane and Fisher (20] and Lee 
and Toner (53] in the weak-coupling regime. 

• The optical properties of Lullinge r liquids a re also of much interes t. In particular, the 
Fermi-edge singulariti es in optical spec tra have been disc ussed by using the bosoniza
tion method (54, 55). 

T he whole s tory of the tunneling in Lullinge r liqttids is being continued and will end 
when all these problems are worked out completely. This thesis may be just an introduction 
of the story. 



Appendices 

A.l Derivation of Eq. (2.27) 

Here we calculate t he charge conductance GP forT ~ A. From Eq. (2.26) the charge 
conductance is written as 

e2 e2 (\/,)2; = [ 1a= e-w /h( (Jw )] GP = -1)p--1);(3 ~ dtex p-( ryp+'7u) dw-- (1- coswt)coth-+isin wt . 
-rr 2 -rra -= o w 2 

We shaU fir st evaluate the integral over w. We divide the integral into two parts and calculate 
them separately: 

!a
= e-wfh . 1a= !a' . !a' dt0 dw--(1 - e-•wt) = i dw dtoe - wfh-> wto = i --.- = ln(1 + iAt) 

o w o o o ± + 1t0 

!a
= e-wfh ( (Jw ) 1a= e-wfh = ( -1)n-1 = 
dw--(1- coswt) coth- -1 = dw-- L -( -)

1
-(wt)2n2 L e- mPw 

o w 2 o w ,t=l 2n . m= l 

Hence, 

2 d -x 2n-l = = (-1)n-1 ( At )2n la= 
= n~,;~ 1+ m(JA o xe x 

f,'n [
1 

+ ( 1+ ~~(JAr] 
~ In [!1 ( 1+ m~~2 ) l 

(
(J . -rrt) = ln m smh (j . 

[ 
= -wfh ( fJ ) l [ fJ t l->lp->1• 

exp-(7Je+'7u)la dw~ (1 -coswt)coth 
2
w +isi n wt = (l+ iAt)-rrtsinh ~ . 

(A.1) 
The integral over t is thus written as 

Introducing a vari able z = ~ (t + T), we then write the integral as 

1 ( ) "'+'•·-] +.. [ ( ) 1 . ]-",-". 
[ 1 =- ~ ;= T dz ~ + ~ + iz --. sinh ( z - :.2 ) 

A (JA -=+'f (JA 2 z - T 2 
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= - __:>:___ r dz __:>:___ + ~ + i z _ _ . . -cosh z 
1 ( ) ,,,+,,.-r oo [ ( ) 1 ]_,,,_,,, 

A (JA j_ oo (JA 2 ~ + 1Z 

Since we are interes ted in t he T dependence a \ low tempera ture ((JA ~ 1), the integ ral is 
approximated as 

(y = 1/ cosh2 z) 

Combining t hese results toge ther, we ge t 

(A .2) 

A.2 D erivation of Eq. (2.29) 

To deri ve Eq . (2. 29), we must evalua te the following integral: 

where ry1 and 1)2 are positive constants . From Eq . (A.1 ) ! 2 can be written as 

We then rewrite the integral as the integral along t he contour C (Fig. A.1) , 

and we calculate it as 

where we have used the well-known identity for t he Gamma fu nction, f( x)f( 1 - x) 
7r / sin (7rx ). Eq uation (2.29) can be easily obtained from !2. 
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We desc ri be below how G2,. is obtained from Q2,.(w,.) by analytic continuation iw,. ---+ 

w+ic5 . 
From Eq. (3.24) Q2 (w,.) is given by 

f3 1f21)2 2 ( \1, ) 2 
Q2 (w,.) = -~ (1 + e-lwn l/"•) 1f: 

rr; ( 71"1) 1 + e- lw~lf"• ) 
x 10 dr( 1 -coswnr)exp -/fE lw~l [1- cosw;,r] 

x { exp (-~7 L 2 U J -cosw~~r ) 

+cos<pexpw(:._;;) ~ ~-·~(~~!,~0:'%~.~ )} . (A.3) 

w~ ;17 1 exp( lw ~I /A<) 

We fir st consider the simples t case where the charging energy U is negligible. In this case 
Eq. (A.3) is simpli fied to 

f3 1f2 2 2 ( v, ) 2 
Q2(wn) = - W~1) (1 + e-lw ., lfL>•) 7r: 

x t dr (1- coswnr) { exp(-
2
;

17 E l ~;, l ( 1 - cosw~r)) 
+cos <p exp ( -

2
;

17 E l ~;, l (1 - e-lw :,l/"• cos w;,r )) } . 

(A.4) 

Note that the integrand is invariant for the transformation, r ---+ f3- r, since w,. = 21rn/ fl . 
Thus 1-cos w,. r in Eq. (A.4) can be replaced by l -eiw .,T. We then transform the summations 
over w~ into integrals ove r a continuous varia ble w': 
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Im w' 

c 

0 Rew' 

Figure A.2: T he contour C . T he fill ed circles are w' = 21rnTi . 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

where we have int roduced a cutoff A to avoid ul t raviolet divergences, and C is the contour 
depicted in Fig. A.2. Notice that these are still invari ant with respect to 7--> (3- 7 . Hence 

we have 

We next tr ansform the integral over 7 into a contour integral along C1 ( 7 = it, t :::: 0) and 
C2 (7 = (3- it, t:::; 0) , which are ill ustra ted in Fig. A.3 : 

fo~ d7 ... = k,+C, d7 .. . 

= i { " dt ( 1 - e-w·') { exp[-21rryS1 (it )] + cos cp exp[-21r!JS2 (it )]} 

-i t
00

di (1- e ;w . (~- ;' l){ exp[-21r!)51 ( (3 - it )]+ coscpexp[- 21f!)S2((3 - it )]} 
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ImT 

----4------L----- R eT 
0 j3 

Figure A.3 : T he contour C1 an d C2 . 

=if" dt (1 - e-w,.' ) {exp[-27r7JS1 (it)] + coscpexp[-27r7)52 (it)]} 

-i too dt ( 1 - ew"') { exp[ -21fi)S1 (it)]+ cos cpexp[-2m)S2 (it )]} . 

T he retarded correlation function Q~(w) is readily obtained just by setting Wn--+ -iw: 

Q~(w) = i(3~2'72 (1+ e•w/"')2 C:f 
x {fooo dt (1 - e'w ' ) (exp[-27r7)51 (it)] + coscpexp[-2m)S2 (it)]) 

- too dt ( 1 - e-iw<) (exp[-27r7)51 (it)] +cos cpexp[-27r7)52 (it)]) }. 

By definit ion, t he co nductance G2 is obtained as 

G2=--(3i ( _:_)
2 

lim wQf(w) 
21f w-+O 
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= -ie2 7J2 
( :: ) 

21: dt t{ exp[ -27r7JS1(it)] +cos <p exp[-2m)52 (it)] } · (A. 7) 

Since t he in teg rand in Eq . (A.7) is analytic in the region -(3 :0::: lm t :0::: 0, we can transfor m 
the integral as follows: 

G2 = -ie2 7J2 
( ::) 

21: dt (t- if3) { exp[-27ri)S1 (it + (3) ] +cos <p exp[-27ri)S2 (it + (3)]} 

= ie2
17

2 
( ::f 1: dt (t + if3 ){ exp(-27r7)51 ((3 - it )] + cos <p exp(-27r7)52 ((3- it) ]} 

= -~e2 7J2 f3 ( ::) 
21: dt { exp(-27r7JS1(it)] +cos cpexp[-2m)52 (it )] } . 

where we have used the identi ty, 5, ((3- it)= S,(it) . The remaining tas k is to perform the 
t-integration. To this end, we must know the explicit form of S1(it ) and S2(it) . S1(it) has 
already been calculated in Appendix A.1 and is given by 

. 1 [ . f3 . 1ft l S1 (zt)= - ln (1+ zAt )-smh -. 
1f 1ft (3 
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The calculation of 5 2 ( it) proceeds as follows: 

1 i "' e-wfA 1 S2(it) =- dw----- (1 + e~w- eiwt- ew(~-• < )) 
1r o w e~w - 1 

+ _!_ {"' dw e-wfA __ 1_ (eiwt + ew(~-•<)) (1 -cos~) ' 
7f Jo w e~w - 1 6 E 

where the first integral is eq ua.l to 5 1(r). The second integral is calculated as 

{"' dw-e-_wf_A __ 1_ (eiwt + ew(~- •<)) (1 -cos~) 
Jo w e~w- 1 6 E 

= ~f. { l/fJ.(dX {
00 

dwe-wf A-n{3w ( e iw(x +t ) + ew(tJ+rx-it) _ e - iw(x-t) _ ew(,B-ix-it)) 

2z n=I Jo lo 
;:::: !' ft;,dx x + f, !'ft;,dx { x + -,----.,----__:x:...,.-_..,.} 

Jo (t +it ) 2 + x2 n=J Jo (n,B - it)2 + x2 (n,B +it)+ x2 

1 [(1 + ill.t)
2 

+ (11./6<)2] 1 [ ( 1 )
2

] 1 [cosh ~
2

~,- cosh 
2fi'] =- ln -- ln 1+ -- +-ln 

2 (1 + ill.t) 2 2 itl'>.E 2 1- cosh 2fi' ' 
where we have assumed that ,811. is much larger than unity and used the identity, 

1+ = . IT"' [ x2 l cosh x - cos a 
n=-oo (a- 2n?r)2 1- cos a 

Thus S2(it) is given by 

52(it) =-ln(1+ ill.t) 2 +- +-ln ~6; 2 ~. 1 [ ( 11. )
2
] 1 [sinh

2
--"--- sinh

2 ti] 
27f 6 E 27f (~~,) _ ( 7f) 

In calculating G2, we slide the integration path by -i,B/2: 

It then turns ou t that 5 1 (it +~)and 5 2 ( it+~) can be approximated as 

Hence G2 is given by 

If T ~ 6 E, then sinh ~~' ;:::: 1rj,86E. Thus G2 is calculated as 
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If T ~ 6E, on the other hand, G 2 is 

(A.9) 

where c is a dj mensionless co nstant of order 1. No ti ce that Eqs . (A.8) and (A.9) reproduce 
the correct resu lts for the noni nteracti ng case ((3.5) and (3 .6)] if we set 17 = 1 and V0 jrxA = 

Vj2W. 
Another useful but approximate method to obtain t he a bove res ults is to do t he fo llowing 

re place ment in Eq. (A.3) : 

1 1{3 - dr(1- COSWnr) ===} A(32, 
Wn 0 

(A. 10) 

( 

7C1) 1 + e-lw:,l/1'< I ) ~ (·:r 1 

exp --(3 L I 'I (1- coswnrJ ===} 
wl Wn (1rT 1rT)" 

II 1\ At. ' 

T~6E 
(A. ll ) 

T~ 6E, 

( 

1r1) 1 - e-lw~ii"' ) ~ (•:r exp(-7r?JT/6 E), 
exp --I: = 

f3 w' lw:,l (~)" 
n A I 

T~ 6E 
(A. 12) 

T~ 6E, 

( 

7r1) 1- e-lw~l/1'< ) { exp(-7r?JT/6 E), 
exp -- L cosw~r = 

(3 w;, lw~l 1 + O((T/6 E) 2 ), 

T~ 6 E 
(A. 13) 

T~ 6E, 

where A is a constant of order 1. T he cond uct ance is sy mbolicall y give n by G {===} 

(w,.j(J)(e/27r)2 Q (w,.). For example, the T depe ndence of the fi rs t term in Eq. (A .8) is ob
tained from Eqs. (A.10)- (A. l 3) as (V0 /rx) 2 

· A(32 · ((1rT/ A)(1rT / 6 E) ]" · (6E/ A)" = A(Vo/rxA)' 
x(1rT/Af"-2 We must note t ha t , t hough thls me thod is useful , we cannot get the higher
order cor rection terms, such as t he term proportional to (1rTj6 E) 2 in Eq. (A .8) . 

W hen U ~ 6E, it is diffic ult to calcula te G2 explicitly from Eq. (A.3). T hus we use 
the simpli fied met hod desc ri bed a bove. In thi s case the p ropagator for e changes from 

(1 - e-lwnl/"')/lw,.l to C-exp(:j~.l/1'<) + ~17Ur
1 

Accordingly, Eqs. (A. l 2) and (A. 13) are 

modified as follows. 

( 

1f1) [ lw:,l 2 l-1) ~ ( •: )" exp( -1r

2

TjU), T ~ U 
exp -- L + -1)U = (A .14) 

(3 w" 1 - c lw:,li"' 1f (~)"' T ~ U, 

( [ 
I , I 2 l-1 ) { ex p( -7r

2
T/2U), T ~ U 

exp - 1C(31) L ~~w'lf"' + -1)U cos w~ r ===} (A. 15) 
w" l -e" 7r 1 + 0((T /U) 2

), T~U . 

On the other hand, the pro pagator for e does not change, and thus Eq. (A. ll ) is applicable 
also for nonze ro U. From these correspondences (A. 10), (A .ll) , (A. 14), and (A :15), we can 
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easil y estimate G2 . T he T depe nde nce of G2 is d iffere nt for t hree tempe rature ranges: 

l

-A 1e2 (~/ (':) 2
"-

2 (~)" (1 + coscp), T .Z: 6.£ 

G2 = -A 2 e2 (~f (•}')"-2 
(~)"(1+ coscp), 6. £ .Z: T .Z: U 

-A3e2 (~) 2 (·}r'-2
, T ~ u, 

(A .l 6) 

where t he A.'s are d imensionl ess cons t a nts of o rd er 1. Note tha t Eq . (A .l6) contains on ly 

the leading te rm . 
Next we shall evaluate the 4 th-order te rm. l<'rom Eq. (3.24) Q,(wn) is obtained as 
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(A. 17) 

where 

_( ) ( 2r7U Jw, l ) -I 
g w, = ----;- + 1- c iwnii"' . 

Accordingly, the 4th-order conductance cons ists of two parts: G4 = G4,1 + G4,2, where 
G4,; = -( i/ ,6 )( ej211') 2 1imw-o wQf,,(w). Using Eqs. (A.ll)- (A.15) and the replacement 

1 1{3 !a/3 1{3 1{3 5 
- dT1 dT2 dT3 dT4(1- COSWnTJ2) ==} ,6 , 
Wn 0 0 0 0 

we can easily estimate G4,1 as 
2 ( G2 )

2 
G4 ,1 = B e --;;2 , (A.18) 

where B is a d imensionless constant. 
As show n in Sec. 3.3.1 , the second-order cumulant expansion of the ba rri er potential 

llo cos e cos e yields t he effective potential \12 cos 217. It see ms nat ural to expect that the most 
important cont rib ution in G4,2 comes fr om this effective action. To ex tract its contribution, 
we proceed in the following way. We first set T 1 = T2 a nd ,-3 = ,-4 in the integrand of Q4,2 

and replace both J d,-2 and f d,-4 by To= 1/[U + f.; Ll.<] to ge t 

11'27)2 2 ( \f, ) 4 
Q4 2 ==} ---(1 + e-lw,l/"' ) _o_ 

' w~ 21fa 

x,-g fo 13
d,-1 fo13

d,-34(1 -cos w,,-13 ) exp( -
4
;'

7 ~ g(w;.)(1 -cos w~ ,-D)) 
w, 

x { cos 2<pexp ( -
4
;'

7 ~ §(w;.)(J +cos w;,,-13) ) 

+4cos<pexp(-
2
;'

7 ~g(w~)) 

+ exp( -
4;'7 ~ §(w~)( 1 - cos w;,,-13) ) + 2 }· 

We then apply the repl acement rules (A.10) - (A.15) to the above equation. 

est imated for U ~ Ll.E as 

G4,2 = -C1 e2 c~oA) 4 (~ f ( ~)"' ( 11': )"'-
2 

[1 + c:~f' cos<pr 

Hence G4,2 is 

(A.19) 
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for T <t: 6 E and 

0 (\f0 )'(A) 2 (7rT)'''-z[ (27JU)z,, ]2 

G4,2 = -C2e- 1raA (j A 1 + ----;-;;: cos <p {A.20) 

for 6 E <t: T <t: U. C1 and C'2 are d imensionless constants. If U = 0, then G4,2 is estimated 

for T <t: 6 E as 

_ 2 ( \10 )' (A )2 (7rT)''' (7rT)'"-2 
[ (6' )2,, ]

2 
G, 2 --C3e -- - - - 1 + - cos cp 

' 1raA 6 £ 6 £ A A ' 
(A.21) 

where C3 is a d ime nsionless constant. Note that in Eqs. {A.19)- {A.21) G4,2 is proportional 
to [1 +cos cpexp( -7 I: §)] 2 T his facto r can be tr aced to (cos(tli + kFR) cos(tJ + kFR)) 
in Eq. (3. 17). We should also note that Eqs. (A .19)- (A.21) are only parts of the whole 
conductance coming Crom Q4 ,2 · T hat is, there are other terms in G4,2 that are less important 

at low temperatures. 

A.4 Equivalence between two models 

In this append ix, we demonstrate the equi valence between t he model desc ribed by the 
effective action (3.13) and the sys tem desc ribed by the Hamil ton ian (3.40). 

We first integrate out the harmonic oscillators {Xa } and {xp }: 

Using the spectral fun ction (3.41), we get 
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l lw,l 
21r17 1 + exp( -lw,l/ Ll.E)" 

(A.23) 

In the san1e way, from Eq. ( 3.42) we obtain 

I: w; = w; r ~ dw J(w) 
fi 2mfi w~(w~ + w~) 1r Jo w(w2 + w?,) 

1 lwnl t,. , 

81r17 1 - exp( -lwnl/ Ll.f) 81r17 
(A.24) 

From Eqs. (A.22) , (A.23), and (A.24) , we see that the ri ght-hand side of Eq. (A.22) is 

exp( -S,rr ). 

A.5 D erivation of Eqs. (3.43) and (3.45) 

T he Hamiltonians if;, Hm, and H1 used in the calc ulation of r and G in Sec. 3.4.2 can 

be rewritten in terms of boson creation (annihilation) operators , a~ and bb (aa and bfi), of 
the harmonic osci ll ators: 

where 

Using t hese relations, Eq. (3.43) can be wri tten as 

r = 2t 2 j~ dto ( o;,e-dl;to Ome'H,to) . , 
-~ , 

(A.25) 

where we have neglected e because, only when e ;o:: 0, r plays an important role in the 
calculation of G. The integrand in Eq. (A .25) can be calculated as follows: 
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In the above we have used t he identities , exp(A +B) = exp(A) exp(B) exp( -HA, B]) and 
(exp(-z•al)exp(za)) = exp(-J zJ2 /(ePw - 1)], where a (al) is an annihilation (c reat ion) op
erator of a boson and (- · ·) represents the thermal average with respect to the Hamiltonian 
H = wala. Hence Eq . (A.25) is rewritten as 

2j oo [ ("" e-w/A _ _ ( {Jw ) l f=2t -oodtoexp -1r}
0 

dw---;;;> [J (w)+4J(w)] coth--z(l-coswt0 )+isin wt0 

j_ oo [ 1 lc"" e-w/A ( (Jw ) =2t2 dt 0 exp - - dw-- coth-(1 -coswt0)+isin wt0 
-oo 1) 0 W 2 

1 "" e-n•D.</A ( mr{36c ) l -- L --- coth ---[1- cos(mr6ct0 )] + isin( mr6ct0 ) . 

17 n=l n 2 
(A.26) 

In the same way, t he conductance G (3.44) is calculated as follows: 
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where 

K+(w;t0 , t 1 , t 2) = coth {3: [2- cos wt0 - cos w(t0 - t 1 + t2)] + i [sin wt 0 +sin w(t0 - 11 + t2 )], 

JC(w; t0 , 11 , t2) = coth {3: [coswt, +cos wt2 - cos w(to- t,)- cosw(to + t2)] 

+i [sin wl1 -sin wt 2 +sin w(t0 - t 1) +sin w(t0 + t2) ]. 

ll is interesting to note that the summat ions in Eqs. (A.26) and (A.27) arise from the 
discreteness of resonant levels. 

We will estimate rand G for two li m.iting cases: (i) T <{:: 6 E a.nd (ii) 6E <{:: T <{:: U. 

(i) T <{:: 6 t . 
ln this ca.se we ma.y neglect t he oscillating terms in t he discrete summations in Eqs. 

(A.26) and (A .27) . T hen f is calc ulated a.s 

oo [ 1 oo e-w/A ( f3w ) 1 = e -'"t;,/Al-~ 
f::::2t 2j dtoexp -- r dw-- coth -(1 -coswto)+isinwto --I:---

-00 17 lo w 2 '7 ,.=1 n 

:::: 2t2 ( ?r~E) ~ L: dt0 [(1 + ii\t0 ) ;
0 

sinh ?r;o] 

::::< 2j7ff(f,;) t2 (7r6 E )~ (7r'T)~-l 
r(t; + ~) A A A 

_ 2fir(t;l (!:_)2 (7r26ET)~-~ 
- r(..L + l) ?r6E A J\2 . 

2TJ 2 

T he evaluation of the conductance G is more complicated but stra.ight- forwa.rd: 

1

oo !coo !coo [ 2 oo e_,.,t;,fA 
G:::: f3e 2t 4 dt0 dt 1 dt2 exp i£(1 1 - t2)- f(t 1 + t2)- - I: ---

-oo 0 0 1] n=l n 

1 looo e-w/A l -- dw--K+(w;to,t,,t2) 
'7 0 w 

( 7r6E)~ oo [ f3 1ri 0 ]-~ 
:::: f3e2t4 A j_oo dt 0 (1 + ii\t0 ) 1rto sin h if 

1

oo _ ( f3 1r(t0 - [) ) -~ioo -
x dtexp(io[) [1 +ii\(t 0 -[)]---i\sinh--f3- . dtexp(-2fl) 

-oo 7r(io- t1 1<1/2 

(l = (i, + i2)/2, i = t, - t2) 

f3e
2
t

4 ( ?r6E ) ~ 1oo - - -=-- dtexp(ict-f ltl) 
2f i\ -oo 

1

oo ( f3 1rt0 f3 ?r(to-[) ) -~ 
x di 0 (1 + ii\to)- sinh -{3 [1 + ii\(to- [)]-(---) sinh--{3--oo ?rio 7r to - i 

- f3_e_2t_' ( -7r_6_E)~ 1 oo dt 1 oo dE-- e_iE_; __ 
- 27r i\ -oo -oo (E-c)2 +f2 

1

oo+fil ( f3 ?rio - f3 1r(to- [) ) -~ 
x . dt 0 (1 +ii\t 0)-sinh-f3 [1 +ii\(to-t)]-(--- sinh--13--oo+ til ?rio 7r to - t) 
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T he Fourier t ra nsform of [cosh( 1ri 0 j ;J)r~ is rela ted to the Gamma fun ct ion: 

Hence the cond uctance G is o btai ned as 

where we have used the ident ity, f(2z) = 22' - r?r-t f( z)f( z + &l· 
Now we define a fu nction F(E) by 

APPENDI CES 

For 1) = 1, F(E) is equal to- f'(E), where J(E) is t he Fe rmi d ist ribution fun ction. In t his 
sense F(E) may be considered as a generali zation of the de ri vat ive of the Fer mi distribution 

function to Lut tinger liq ui ds. Fur thermore, it is eas il y shown that 

F (E) ~ P ( ;J~~ I) ~-
2

ex p( -;JIEI) for ;JIEI --+ oo, 

!"" F(E)dE = [f(~)]' . 
-oo f (;; ) 

(ii ) t:.E ~ T ~ U. 
In this te mperature range, the disc rete summa tions in Eqs. (A .26) and (A .27) may be 

replaced by integrals over w. Accordingly, the tempera ture de pende nce of f a nd G is cha nged. 

The leve l width r is calcula ted as follows. 
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The conductance G is also obtained as 
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